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Summary

Summary

The development of analog radiation detector readout circuits started many years ago and has

constantly improved over time. Complex instruments using discrete components were developed

for the readout of single detectors. The direct application of these acquisition instruments to multi-

channel systems can not be done in an industrial or medical environment due to large size and high

costs. The integration of readout channels in semiconductor technologies allows shrinking of circuit

size and costs. Recent implementations are still based on the previously developed analog circuits

and do not perfectly fit to the opportunities and limitations of current CMOS technologies.

This thesis presents the development of a readout strategy and a front-end for radiation detectors

especially adapted for positron emission tomography. The developed front-end is optimized for

the implementation in modern CMOS technologies. On one hand, most of the signal processing is

transfered into the digital domain to benefit from the high digital integration density. On the other

hand, the circuits have to be robust against cross-talk and power supply noise. Low-power design

methods are used. The power consumption of the overall system has to be kept in an acceptable

range due to the tight integration of a large number of channels.

For the first building block of the readout channel, the charge sensitive amplifier (CSA), the de-

velopment focuses on the implementation of a low-power and low-noise design. An additional

aspect is the improved rejection of interferences from power supply lines and substrate. The low

event rate of the considered medical nuclear imaging technique allows the development of a fully

differential architecture for the readout of two detectors in parallel. The feedback circuit, for the

stabilization of the CSA, was identified to be very sensitive in previous designs. Therefore, this

circuit is replaced by a digital to analog converter (DAC), which improves the power supply noise

rejection.

The second main building block of the presented readout approach is an analog-to-digital converter

(ADC). The required performance, for the acquisition of the energy of a photon, is analyzed. The

application also demands for a timestamp of an event. Both properties to be measured, energy

and time, lead to different resolution and bandwidth requirements. An oscillator based ADC is

identified to fulfill the different requirements of the energy and time acquisition by using a single

ADC in Nyquist and oversampling operation. This ADC can be directly connected to the charge

sensitive amplifier due to its inherent anti-alias filtering. In this way, the analog shaping filters

are moved into the digital domain. A linearization technique for ring oscillators is developed to

achieve the requirements, while using a current starved ring oscillator within the ADC. The power

consumption is reduced by an improved phase sampling circuit, which decouples the sampling

frequency from the oscillator frequency. The area of the ADC is small compared to many other

recently published ADCs, and compared to a classical analog readout channel. Its highly digital

architecture also provides remarkable scalability in modern CMOS technologies.
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1 Introduction

1. Introduction

This works deals with new signal acquisition techniques and circuits for single photon detection

with semiconductor materials to reduce volume and power consumption of complex nuclear imag-

ing and detection systems.

Medical imaging is one of the most widely used examination method for diagnosis. The image

can be generated using different basic principles. A selection of the most important ones is given

in figure 1.1 [1]. X-ray, ultra sound and magnet resonance tomography use an external excitation

Figure 1.1: Basic principles of medical imaging, ©[2012] by courtesy of V. Rasche [1]

source and monitor the transmission or reflection of the body. The resulting image shows the

structure of the body due to the different physical parameters of the tissue. Nuclear medical

imaging works in a different way. The injection of a radio-pharmaceutical tracer places the radiation

source inside the body. Different tracer types can be used and monitored. The metabolism of

the tracer substance is visualized this way. A list of different mechanisms of tracer imaging and

examples is given in table 1.1 [2]. Scintigraphy is a two dimensional imaging technique which uses

a gamma camera to monitor the tracer. Three dimensional imaging techniques are single photon

emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET). SPECT can be

seen as the nuclear imaging equivalent of X-ray computed tomography. A gamma camera is moved

around the patient taking images from different view points which are combined to reconstruct a

three dimensional representation. PET is explained in the following section.

Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker 6
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Mechanism Example

Distribution in a body compartment Blood pool scintigraphy

Leaking from the vascular compartment Gastrointestinal bleeding

Passive diffusion Distribution in the tissue along a concentration gra-

dient

Blocking of capillaries Lung perfusion scintigraphy (tracer �> 20 µm)

Adsorption Skeleton scintigraphy (Tv-99m-diphosponates on the

surface of hydroxylapatite)

Active transport Thyroid scintigraphy, MIBG-scintigraphy, FDG- and

AS-PET

Metabolic trapping FDG in cell because of selective blocking of glucose

Phagocytosis Liver, spleen and bone marrow scintigraphy

� < 10 µm

Receptor binding Selective binding of ligands and receptors e.g. in tu-

mors and brain

Antigen-antibody reaction Radioimmunoscintigraphy

Table 1.1: Mechanisms of tracer imaging cited from [2]

1.1. Positron emission tomography

A β+ decay of the tracer is required for PET imaging, which can be described as

A
ZX −−→ A

Z−1N + e+ + νe (1.1)

The decay of the radio nuclide X converts it into a daughter nuclide N, and generates a positron

e+ and a electron-type neutrino νe. A selection of nuclides used for PET are listed in table 1.2.

Fluorine is the most often used isotope [2]. The positron annihilates with an electron from the

environment.

e+ + e− −−→ γ + γ (1.2)

This process generates two γ photons, which are emitted diametrically with an energy of 511 keV

each [3]. Detector elements are used to detect both photons. An example detection and signal

processing system is depicted in figure 1.2. The system is used to extract the time of the photon

detection as well as the photon energy. The time information is required to detect the coincidence

of two photons, while the energy detection is used to reject scattered photons. A line of interaction

can be calculated if coincidence is verified and none of the photons were scattered. Reconstruction

techniques are used to generate a three dimensional image based on a large number of lines of

interaction.

7 Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker
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Nuclide Half life Most common energy Displacement of the positron before annihilation

(min) of the positron (MeV) maximum (mm) average (mm)

15O 2.1 0.696 8.22 1.49

13N 10 0.432 5.35 1.42

11C 20.3 0.326 4.98 1.11

18F 109.7 0.205 2.39 1.02

Table 1.2: PET nuclides cited from [2]

Figure 1.2: Structure of a PET detection system, ©[2008] by courtesy of J. Langner [4]

Recent developments extended the time acquisition from the coincidence detection to a time-of-

flight (TOF) measurement. The time difference between both detections can be used to calculate

the most likely position of the radiation source on the line of interaction. The uncertainty of

the time measurement and the dimensions of the detector ring have a strong influence on the

reconstruction quality. Reconstruction errors originated from the use of incomplete detector rings

can be compensated by this technique. Simulations of a PET mammography system have shown

that the advantage of TOF measurements is very limited in case of a full detector ring [5], while

significant improvements can be achieved if only partial detector rings are used.

Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker 8
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1.2. Detector systems

The used detector material has a strong impact on the overall performance of the acquisition

system. Scintillator crystals are widely used in X-ray and nuclear imaging detectors. This type of

material emits light if it is excited by ionizing radiation. The optimal scintillator should provide: high

detection probability, good linearity, low time constants, transparency to scintillation light, good

mechanical properties and a refraction index of preferably 1.5 [2]. NaI(Tl) is the most widely used

crystal material for low energy applications up to 200 keV. It was also used for PET in the beginning

of its development. The relatively low detection efficiency at 511 keV is the major disadvantage of

NaI(Tl). Many current PET systems use Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO) due to its high detection efficiency even

though the light output is only 15 % of NaI(Tl). Another disadvantage of BGO is the long decay

constant of 300 ns, which limits the coincidence detection [6].

Integrating light detection methods like those used in X-ray applications are not applicable for PET

due to the lack of coincident detection. The single photon counting behavior leaded to photo

multiplier tubes as light detection system. Recent developments like the integration of PET in

MRT-systems use avalanche photo diodes. The main disadvantage of these diodes compared to

multiplier tubes are noise, limited time resolution and low amplification [2].

Semiconductor detector materials are an alternative solution beside the use of scintillators. The

photon energy of 511 keV demands the use of detector materials with high atomic numbers.

1.2.1. Cadmium zinc tellurium detectors

Cd0.9Zn0.1Te combines the required high atomic number with an electron mobility of 1000 cm2/Vs

[7]. The use of this detector material is expected to provide better energy resolution than scintillator

based detectors. Additionally, CZT detectors can be operated at room temperature unlike some

other semiconductor detector materials [8].

Figure 1.3a shows a cubic detector with pixels on one side. The pixel structure can be arranged in

different ways. One option is the use of a steering grid as shown in figure 1.3b [9]. The voltage

applied to the grid influences the electrical field next to the pixel contact. The planar backside

contact (cathode) can be read out by means of an AC coupled special designed channel. In this

case, the timing between the pixel and the cathode channel is used to correct for the interaction

depth within the detector material. The typical detector thickness for the projected energy range

is between 5 mm and 10 mm.

9 Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: CZT detector array: (a) interconnection of some pixels to charge sensitive amplifiers

(CSA) - (b) example pixel structure with steering grid [9]
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1.3. Objectives

A classical analog readout circuit for CZT semiconductor detectors [10] was developed by the

author and his working group. The development was funded by the European Union (EU) and

focused on the early cancer detection by PET based mammography. The measurements of this

circuit identified several limitations as reported in section 2.1.3. The EU project finished with the

measurement and publication of the developed ASIC [11]. It could be identified by the author that

the full range of configuration and readout options can not be realized by simplify optimizing the

existing circuit structure.

The hypothesis of this work is that an early analog to digital conversion, as close to the sensor as

possible, is able to save power and area by exploiting the increasing efficiency of digital circuits

in modern CMOS technologies. The most power and area effective readout circuit can only be

achieved by adapting the analog building blocks to the projected application. An ADC can be

developed, which is able to handle the time and energy measurement even tough the performance

requirements are different.

The specification parameters of the proposed readout system are identical to the previously devel-

oped ASIC to allow the direct comparison of both approaches. The work focuses on the analog

section of the system. Required digital filters are transformed from their analog counter parts.

1.4. Thesis structure

The current state of the art is reported in chapter 2. This chapter gives an overview about semicon-

ductor detector readout systems and oscillator based ADCs. Very specific properties of state of the

art implementations are presented in conjunction with the proposed modifications in chapter 4.

The proposed system concept is presented and the resulting block level requirements are derived

in chapter 3. The optimization of the two main building blocks is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

Three circuit implementations are presented based on the previously developed improvements. The

circuit structures, and simulation and measurement results are shown in chapter 5. The work closes

with a discussion and conclusion of the previously made developments, which is presented in chap-

ter 6.

11 Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker
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2. State of the art

This section covers the current state of the art of detector readout circuits to provide an overview

about typically used signal processing architectures. The operation principle of oscillator based

ADCs as well as previously published implementations are presented in this section as a major part

of the work focuses on this type of ADC. The state of the art of smaller sub-blocks or functions is

presented in conjunction with the proposed enhancements in later sections of the work.

2.1. Current detector readout implementations

The generic signal processing chain for charge counting readout circuits is depicted in figure 2.1.

There is a wide range of implementation possibilities for the different building blocks. A compre-

hensive summary is given in [10] and [12].

I V V Vcharge amp. high pass
filter(integrator)

Nth order
low pass 

filter

sensor current high pass 
filter outputoutput

integrator semi−gaussian 
output pulsepeak

Figure 2.1: Signal flow in classical analog readout circuits

The interaction of a photon with the detector generates charges inside of the detector. The elec-

trons and holes are separated from each other and drift to the detector contacts by means of a

strong electric field. The readout of CZT detectors focuses on electrons due to the small hole mo-

bility of CZT [7]. The charge cloud is integrated by a so called charge sensitive amplifier (CSA). The

current peak at the input of the CSA generates a voltage step at the output of it. A high pass filter

is used to remove low frequency and DC components from the signal, which may be caused by

detector leakage currents, amplifier offset or 1/f noise. One or several low pass filters are applied

to limit the noise bandwidth of the readout system. The signal to noise ratio is increased in this

way. The order of the low-pass filter depends on a wide range of parameters and implementations

in the range from first up to 9th order are reported [13, 14]. A chain of RC filters is often selected

to generate a semi-gaussian output shape [15]. This shape is generally preferred in nuclear physics

readout circuits as many processing schemes are adapted to it and due to the simple filter structure.

This signal processing chain, which is called semi-gaussian shaper, is followed by time discriminator

or peak sampling circuits to acquire the event time or energy, respectively.

Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker 12
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Figure 2.2: Single-ended peak sampling circuit [16]

One of the most common peak sampling circuits is shown in figure 2.2 [16]. The sampling circuit

is basically a voltage follower, which tracks the input voltage in only one direction. The capacitor

needs to be discharged before acquisition. The regulation loop has to provide sufficient phase

margin to avoid any overshoot. The readout can be done by a following amplifier or by reconfigu-

ration of the used operational amplifier by means of switches [17]. An ADC is used to convert the

sampled voltage into a digital representation. This converter is often shared across several peak

sampling circuits.

The time discrimination has different requirements than the energy acquisition, which results in a

higher shaper cut-off frequency and often a lower shaper order. Comparators are used to compare

the incoming signal with a constant or time variant threshold level. These circuits are applied to

generate a time stamp as well as to trigger other circuits like peak sampling. The time information

need to be converted into the digital domain for coincidence detection at system level. The conver-

sion can be done by time to digital converters (TDC) or by time to analog converters (TAC) reusing

the existing ADC from the energy acquisition.

The charge sensitive amplifier, which is an integrator from the signal processing point of view, must

be stabilized within the system. High data rate systems can use a periodically or comparator based

triggered reset switch as presented in [18, 19]. This is not practical for low data rate systems as

it introduces a significant amount of dead-time if the reset occurs more frequently than an event.

Continuous-time reset circuits are an alternative solution for medium and low event rate systems.

Different implementations of these circuits are presented in [20] and [21]. The working principle is

to mimic a very high ohmic resistor across the integration capacitor, which converts the CSA into a

lossy-integrator.

The resulting readout channel is shown in figure 2.3. One semi-gaussian shaper can also be used

for both acquisitions at the cost that a trade-off between optimal energy and time resolution must

13 Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker
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Reset

−A

sensor channel

discriminatorlow pass
nth order

high pass

semi−gaussian shaper

time

peak
samplinglow pass

nth order
high pass

semi−gaussian shaper

TAC

M
U

X

ADC

Figure 2.3: Classical readout channel for energy and time acquisition

be found. Three different implementations of readout channels are presented in the following to

give an overview about possible interconnections of the different blocks.

2.1.1. MediPix

The MediPix chips are designed by CERN. There is actually a series of chips called MediPix1,

MediPix2 [21], TimePix and MediPix3 [22]. The used readout channel, which is shown in figure

2.4, is designed to work with different detector materials. The input pad and test signal input are

Figure 2.4: MediPix3 - Pixel block diagram (CSA stabilization not shown), ©[2009] by courtesy of

R. Ballabriga [22]

connected to the integrator. A continuous-reset circuit is used in this ASIC. The amplifier following

the integrator incorporates the shaping filter, which is not explicitly shown in the diagram. A win-

dow discriminator is used to detect events and to separate them into two energy levels. Summing

Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker 14
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nodes in front of the comparators can be used to add information from different channels to ac-

count for charge sharing. The number of events is counted within the channel and can be readout

using a digital interface.

2.1.2. ASIC for High Rate 3D Position Sensitive Detectors

The Instrumentation Division, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA designed a readout ASIC for

pixelated wide bandgap sensors [23]. The circuit is a redesigned version of a previously published

readout channel [24]. The development iterations result in a special discriminator topology. The

channel block diagram is shown in figure 2.5. This readout channel uses a baseline holder to

Figure 2.5: Readout channel structure, ©[2010] IEEE [23]

compensate offsets and 1/f noise within the shaping filter [25]. Time to analog converters (TAC)

follow the comparators instead of counters as presented in the MediPix chips. This allows the

generation of an exact time stamp for each detected event. The block diagram shows a second

comparator with inverted input signal, which is unique to this ASIC. This comparator is used to

separate bipolar input pulses, which are caused by coupling effects [26].

15 Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Völker



2 State of the art

2.1.3. CZT readout ASIC for Positron-Emission-Mammography

The third presented readout channel was designed within the European Union project MAMMI

[27]. The design of readout circuits for CZT detectors was one work package within this project un-

dertaken by the Fraunhofer IIS. The author of this thesis managed the design project of this ASIC,

under the denotation of "MAMMI03T", and designed several circuit blocks. The requirements

specification was given by the project partners [28], which were responsible for the system and

detector design. An input referred noise of 200 e- equivalent noise charges (ENC) was projected

using a 4th order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 116 kHz. The time resolution require-

ment was 1 ns rms. The power consumption per pixel had to be limited to 30 mW. The layout of

the ASIC had to allow direct flip-chip bonding of the detector.

The overall ASIC structure and performance was presented in [11] and the channel block diagram

is depicted in figure 2.6. The ASIC contains 144 readout channels organized in an array struc-

ture of 12 x 12 channels. The die size is 10 x 10 mm2. The test input as well as the detector

Single−ended
to differential

Charge
amplifier

CdZnTe
sensor

Test input

Single−ended
to differential

TDC

TDCCFD

Th. detector

Peak sampler

Control interface

Analog output

D
ig

ita
l

Fast shaper

Slow shaper

Figure 2.6: Readout channel for high resolution energy acquisition and event time measurements

are connected to the charge sensitive amplifier, which also contains a continuous-time reset cir-

cuit. Separate shaping filters are used for the energy and time acquisition due to the different

time-constant requirements. The shaping filters also incorporate continuous-time single-ended to

differential converters to provide better supply and substrate noise suppression. Fourth order low-

pass filters are used in both shapers. The differential structure does not allow the application of

the peak detection circuit previously shown in figure 2.2. The implemented sampling circuit con-

sists, therefore, of an amplitude sampling circuit, which is triggered by an extreme value detection,

based on differentiation. The analog to digital conversion is done outside of the channel. The di-

rect analog output of the shaper output signals is integrated to ease the evaluation and for further

detector research. The time acquisition uses two types of discriminators followed by time to digital

converters (TDC). A threshold comparator as used in the previously presented ASICs is combined

with a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The CFD is able to generate a time stamp, which is

independent of the input charge in contrast to a comparator, which applies a fix threshold. This

design approach requires a channel area of 0.57 mm2 for the analog circuity. The layout of the
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Figure 2.7: Layout of a readout channel of MAMMI03T

reported channel is shown in figure 2.7. The different functional blocks are marked. The input pad

including ESD protection structures is placed in the center of each channel.

The measurements of the time acquisition, using the threshold discriminator, achieved a resolution

better than 700 ps rms. The results of these measurements are presented in [29] and fit to the

specification. The energy acquisition measurement results in an input referred noise of 800 e- ENC,

which is higher than expected. It could be verified that the channel noise is dominated by the

charge sensitive amplifier and that the noise of different channels is strongly correlated. The noise

correlation within one row is up to 90 %, while the correlation within one column is up to 45 %

[30]. The channels in each row share the same current reference mirror as well as the power supply

rails. The power supply rails of all rows are connected together on both ends of the rows. The

power consumption of the ASIC of 3.6 W causes a significant voltage drop across the die. The

power grid resistance supports crosstalk between the channels. The stabilization of the CSA could

be identified as a second source of noise coupling between the channels.

A lossy-integrator with compensation resistor was used as previously reported in [31]. The resistors

were emulated using PMOS devices as shown in figure 2.8. The biasing point of the device in deep

weak inversion causes high sensitivity to interferences at the biasing node. A second matched

device between the node A and B, of figure 2.8, is used to compensate the influence of the

stabilization transistor. This requires voltage matching between the sensor node and node B and
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Figure 2.8: Continuous analog resistor feedback

forces the design of the following amplifier to be single-ended. Differential signal processing as

used to improve the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) can be introduced at node C for the

first time. The impedance Z across the second amplifier belongs to the following shaping filter

and is designed to have different values for the fast and for the slow shaper. Therefore, this circuit

structure forces the use of two single-ended to differential converters as the splitting point between

the two shapers is node A.

On one hand, the scalability of analog circuity with technology is very limited as minimal size

devices can not be used in all circuits. On the other hand, the power consumption of the analog

building blocks does not scale with the event rate. While the power consumption per channel

is within the specification, it has a significant influence to the performance. The thick top metal

utilization of more than 90 % for power routing and MIM capacitors does not allow a reduction

of the supply network resistance. Therefore, shrinking of the given architecture is limited by the

area required for the circuity as well as by the power density of the ASIC with more than 100

channels.

2.2. Oscillator based ADCs

The readout architecture, which is presented in the following chapters uses an ADC inside of each

channel. The ADC architecture selection, which is done in section 3.8 will lead to an oscillator

based implementation. The working principle as well as the current state of the art of this type of

ADC is presented in this section.
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Figure 2.9: Oscillator based analog to digital converter

2.2.1. Operation principle

The general structure of an oscillator based ADC is depicted in figure 2.9. The ADC consists of at

least three building blocks: an oscillator, a phase sampling circuit and a digital processing block.

The analog input signal of the ADC controls the frequency of the oscillator. The current phase of

the oscillator φ(t) can be calculated by integration of the input signal x(t) over time

φ(t) =

∫ t

0

2π(Koscx(t) + ffr) dx (2.1)

using the oscillator gain Kosc and the free running frequency ffr of the oscillator. The current

phase is sampled with the sampling frequency and differentiated to calculate the current frequency.

The quantization error of each phase sampling step can be modeled as white noise in case of a fairly

busy input signal. The difference calculation, which is used to calculate the oscillator frequency,

causes high pass filtering of the quantization error. The output data of the oscillator based ADC as

shown in figure 2.9 can be used directly, which corresponds to Nyquist operation. Alternatively, the

resolution can be extended by oversampling. The ADC behaves in this case like a first order delta-

sigma modulator due to the high pass filtering of the quantization noise [32]. The continuous-time

integration realized by the oscillator and the discrete time differentiation within the digital domain

combine to a low-pass transfer characteristic of the ADC with notches at integer multiples of the

sampling frequency. This provides an inherent anti-alias filtering for this type of ADC.

In general, inductor based, ring and relaxation oscillators are implementation options for the re-

quired oscillator. Relaxation oscillators are mainly used for low-power, low frequency applications

[33]. These oscillators are able to provide very good linearity of the tuning curve in combination

with small size if operated at low frequencies. On the other hand, LC oscillators are used in many

PLLs for communication systems due to their high frequency and low-noise operation. Unfortu-

nately, the tuning range of these oscillators is very limited. The required coil has also a significant

impact on the over-all size of LC tank based oscillators. The oscillation frequency of ring oscillators

is often lower than the one of LC oscillator implementations. This can be compensated by multi-

phase sampling in case of an oscillator based ADC. The wide tuning range of ring oscillators fits the

needs of oscillator based ADCs. Low-power operation and small size are also properties of this os-

cillator type. The presented advantages lead to the use of ring oscillators in most implementations

of oscillator based ADCs.

A basic ring oscillator as depicted in figure 2.10 consists of a chain of delay elements. Each element

delays and inverts its input signal. The output of one element is connected to the input of the next
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Figure 2.10: Current starved ring oscillator, ©[2014] IEEE [34]

one. In the single-ended case, an odd number of elements is required to achieve 180◦ phase shift

within the loop at DC. Each element output can also be used as an input signal for the phase

sampling operation. This reduces the phase sampling error and therefore the quantization error.

The given example consists of five delay elements. Each element switches twice during one period

of the oscillator, which results in a 10 step resolution of the phase within one oscillator period.

For comparison, an oscillator with only one output has to achieve a five times higher oscillation

frequency to provide the same resolution in time. Different types of sampling structures can be

used depending on the relation between oscillation and sampling frequency and on the application.

A detailed overview about the different sampling architectures is given in section 4.4.

A wide tuning range is essential for an oscillator, which is used within this type of ADC. The

linearity of the input signal to frequency transfer curve of the oscillator translates directly into

the linearity of the whole ADC. It is therefore important to achieve a wide and linear tunability

of the oscillator. One tuning approach is to use the supply voltage of the oscillator as tuning

input [35]. In this case, the non-linearities of the tuning curve can have various sources. Several

different parameters like delay element output current and voltage, voltage dependent parasitic

capacitances and input resistance of the tuning input vary with the tuning signal and influence

the linearity. A second approach, also without modification of the internal structure of the delay

elements, is the variation of the load capacitance of each delay element. This approach provides

only poor linearity of the tuning curve due to a lack of highly linear tunable capacitances in CMOS

technologies. Most recently published oscillator based ADCs use additional devices inside of the

delay elements to provide tunability. A comparison of the different implementations shows that the

linearity of the tuning curve can be improved using CML or pseudo-nmos inverter based structures
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[36, 37, 38]. Current starved delay elements like depicted in figure 2.10 are an alternative solution,

which combines low-power consumption with moderate linearity [39, 40]. Further linearization

techniques allow the extensions of the usable input range.

2.2.2. History

The development of oscillator based ADCs starts in the early 90’s [41, ?, 42]. These papers report

about frequency to digital conversion and aim to combine demodulation and analog to digital

conversion of phase modulated signals.

The first publication of an oscillator based ADC with integrated noise shaping was [43] in IEEE

Electronic Letters. Two publications of the same author followed at ISCAS [44] and in the IEEE

Journal of Solid State Circuits [45]. These publications present the converter principle in detail.

The first implementation from M. Hovin is based on a 15 element CMOS inverter ring-oscillator

implemented in a 1.2 µm CMOS technology. The presented converter had very small signal swing

of only 4 % of the supply range. Other publications of this group concentrate on the demodulation

of FM signals. Some building blocks of the oscillator based ADC were reused for this application.

It is expected by the author that this working group focused on FM demodulation as the strong

non-linearity of the ring-oscillator tuning curve limited the use of it. Further publications could be

seen at the ISCAS 2003, which focused especially on DC input signals [46].

Several other working groups used oscillator based ADCs as quantizers within Delta-Sigma mod-

ulators. Some of the first publications in this area are [47, 38]. The integration of the oscillator

based ADC within the loop applies the loop gain to suppress non-linearities. These publications

used only one phase output for the conversion. Many other research groups started to use oscil-

lator based ADCs within Delta-Sigma modulators since 2000. Motorola applied for a patent on

VCO based ADCs used in Delta-Sigma modulators with dynamic element matching (DEM) in 2002

[48]. Oscillator based ADCs without feedback loop were only used in few applications due to the

non-linearity problem [35]. They were used in applications with low linearity requirements [49] or

in cases where other conversion principles were not applicable [32].

More intensive research started in 2009. Supply voltage reductions and high speed operation of

MOS devices in modern technologies stimulated research about signal processing in time domain.

A good overview about oscillator based ADCs is given in [50]. Different designs with VCO based

ADCs without feedback were presented [51]. Digital non-linearity correction became one option

due to the high integration density of current CMOS technologies. Also the combination of digital

and analog correction showed success [40, 52, 36]. The range of implementation options is further

extended by multi-bit sampling structures [52, 53].
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Paper [54]a,e [55]b,e [56]b,c [36]a,d [57]c

Area (mm2) 0.075 0.45 0.15 0.02 0.1

Process (nm) 65 130 65 65 90

Fs (MHz) 1300 900 250 300 640

OSR 64 32 6.25 5 40

BW (MHz) 20.3 20 20 30 8

SNR (dB) 70 81.2 62

SNDR (dB) 69 78.1 60 64 59.1

ENOB 11.2 12.68 9.67 10.34 9.5

POWER (mW) 11.5 87 10.5 11.4 4.3

FOM (fJ/conv.) 123 662.87 644.46 293.18 366

a Digital linearization
b Quantizer in a delta-sigma loop
c PWM modulation before quantization
d NMOS inverter delay elements
e Current starved ring oscillator

Table 2.1: Selected recent publications of oscillator based ADCs using different linearization tech-

niques

2.2.3. Recent publications and comparison

An overview of recent publications in the field of OSC based ADCs is given in table 2.1. The

number of publications with measurement results using oscillator based ADCs without delta-sigma

feedback loop is still limited. An additional ADC of this type was published in [58] but the figure

of merit (FOM) is 10 pJ/conv. This is significantly higher than comparable designs. The given FOM

is commonly used at ISSCC. It is calculated by

FOM =
Power

2ENOB 2 BW
, (2.2)

which is the reciprocal of the FOM defined by Walden [59].
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3. System level design

3.1. Performance requirements

The design goal is to achieve the same performance specification as developed during the EU

research project MAMMI [60]. The power consumption and circuit area should be significantly

reduced compared to the classical device ’MAMMI03T’ as presented in section 2.1.3.

A readout channel for positron emission mammography (PEM) is designed. PEM describes the

application of positron emission tomography (PET) to the human breast. The input referred noise

level has to be below 200 e- ENC for a shaping time of 1200 ns. The annihilation process within

the PET emits photons with an energy of 511 keV [2]. Using CZT semiconductor detectors leads

to a maximum charge generation of 110130 e- [7]. Therefore, the input range needs to handle a

minimum input charge pulse of 17.6 fC. Additionally, pile-up of two charge pulses should not lead

to an overloading of the charge sensitive amplifier. This results in a minimal total input range of

35.2 fC.

The input referred noise of the readout channel depends strongly on the used shaping filters and

the shaping time. The channel design will use a comparable filtering structure as used in the

classical analog implementation, presented in section 2.1.3, to allow one the direct comparison of

the measurement and simulation results.

The previous implementation uses CR-RC4 shaping filters for the energy as well as for the time

acquisition. The filter cut-off frequencies used in the MAMMI03T design are listed in table 3.1 [60].

Different shaping times are applied depending on the detector structure, detector noise and the

type of acquisition. A detailed analysis of the influence of detector noise to the overall performance

is given in section 3.5. The CR-RC4 shaper is defined as a cascade of first order RC filters starting

acquisition type mode shaping time RC time constant low-pass cut-off frequency

energy 0 1200 ns 594 ns 116 kHz

1 900 ns 446 ns 155 kHz

2 600 ns 297 ns 233 kHz

3 300 ns 149 ns 466 kHz

4 200 ns 99 ns 699 kHz

time 0 350 ns 173 ns 399 kHz

1 275 ns 136 ns 508 kHz

2 200 ns 99 ns 699 kHz

3 125 ns 62 ns 1118 kHz

4 50 ns 25 ns 2796 kHz

Table 3.1: CR-RC4 time constants and the 4th order low-pass cut-off frequencies of MAMMI03T

[60]
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with a high pass filter. The following 4 filters are low-pass filters. This results in a so called semi-

Gaussian shaper [61]. The actual filter implementation can differ as long as the transfer function

remains like a RC cascade. For a CR-RC4 shaper as described here, the shaping time σ can be

calculated by

σ = 2.01931τ (3.1)

= 2.01931RC (3.2)

The timing resolution is also a critical parameter for PET. Exact measurement of the timing en-

able the coincidence detection of the photon generation, which is required for the reconstruction.

Time-of-flight (TOF) measurements are extremely challenging due to the small dimensions of a

mammography detector system. The use of a full detector ring also limits the advantage of TOF

information [5]. TOF measurements capabilities are therefore not researched.

The projected timing resolution for coincidence detection is 1 ns rms. The use of shaping filters for

the timing measurement in the MAMMI03T implementation is based on the needs of a constant

fraction discriminator (CFD). These shaping filters can be skipped in the proposed implementation

if another approach for charge independent time measurement is selected.

In medical imaging applications the radiation dose has to be reduced as much as possible. This

also limits the event rate of the overall systems. The estimated event rate for this PEM system is

based on [28]. The Appendix A: Event rate estimation of this document reports:

"The overall system and per channel event rate is estimated on the basis of the Ref-

erence [62]. To summarize, it is assumed that for a normal procedure an activity of

10 mCi (370 MBq)2 of radioactive FDG is injected in the patient’s body. After one

hour, when the measurements are usually made, the uptake of FDG is such that on the

woman’s breast (normal healthy tissue) the concentration of radioactive FDG is 2.41

kBq/ml. A woman’s normal breast is simulated assuming a cube of 9 x 10 x 4 cm3,

what yields a total activity coming from normal tissue of 870 KBq in a solid angle of

4π. Cancer tumors are simulated assuming inserted spheres with a diameter of 5, 8, 12

and 15 mm respectively, with a radioactive FDG concentration of 20,35 kBq/ml. For our

calculations, we can safely assume that all the activity is concentrated in a single point

in the center of the field of view, that comprises the overall normal tissue activity, plus

the activity of a 5, 8, 12 and 15 mm tumors all together. This yields a total activity of

930 KBq in a solid angle of 4π To overestimate, we can assume that we have a 100 %

efficiency (normal is 10 %) that yields us a safety factor of 10. Of course, we neglect

here the activity that comes from the whole body, that is not negligible but difficult to

quantify. We hope that the safety factor 10 will counteract this last effect.

2 One Becquerel is one radioactive decay per second. In our case, the decay consists on

the annihilation of a positron with an electron, yielding two photons, where both of

them must be detected. Therefore, the maximum rate of events that must be processed

by the system is in principle twice the activity."
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activity or counts/sec.

injected whole body activity 370 MBq

Normal breast uptake activity concentration (after one hour) 2.41 kBq/ml

Normal breast activity (assuming the breast to be a 10 x 9 x 4 cm3 cube) 870 KBq

Cancer tumor uptake activity concentration 20.35 kBq/ml

Total activity (breast + 4 tumors of radius of 5, 8, 12 and 15 mm) con-

centrated at the detector center

930 KBq

Overall detector counting rate (annulus of 8 cm height with a 26 cm

diameter)

353k s-1

Channel counting rate (pixel size of 0.8 x 0.8 mm2) 3.5 s-1

Table 3.2: Count rate estimation for PET mammography

The system is projected for a PEM examination table with an integrated detector ring. The dimen-

sions are 8 cm height and a diameter of 26 cm. The detector pixel size will be 800x800 µm. The

estimated parameters as well as the final count rate are listed in table 3.2.

The main drawbacks of the first implementation reported in section 2.1.3 are the power consump-

tion, channel size and limited power supply rejection. The power consumption of the 144 readout

channels sums up to approximately 3.6 W. A significant IR drop inside of the ASIC leads to low

isolation between the channels.

3.2. Proposed readout channel

The power consumption of the classical implementation, as reported in section 2.1.3 [11], can be

divided into the CSA section with approx. 25 % and all other analog blocks with 75 %. The digital

power consumption is below 1 % of the overall budget. The two analog shaping filters and the

two single-ended to differential converters are composed of 8 operational amplifiers and consume

the majority of the power. An event rate of below 3.5 Hz with an event duration of a few micro

seconds was estimated in section 3.1. Event based signal processing enables a significant reduction

of the overall power consumption due to the given conditions. Shifting the filtering tasks from the

analog into the digital domain permits to reduced the amount of permanently active circuit blocks.

The low event rate also gives the option to share the digital processing between channels, which

reduces the circuit area. The block diagram of the proposed channel is shown in figure 3.1. The

diagram is single-ended to put the focus on the building block functions and not on the actual

implementation. The circuit implementation itself will be completely differential.

The charge sensitive amplifier is still required to fulfill the SNR and input referred noise require-

ments. A feedback digital to analog converter (DAC) is used to stabilize the CSA. Beside the digital

feedback, different other stabilization approaches are possible. The properties of the selected ap-

proach are reviewed in section 4.1. The shaping filters used for time and energy acquisition are

moved into the digital domain. In this case, an ADC with inherent anti-alias filtering is required,
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Figure 3.1: Proposed readout channel for energy and time acquisition with digital output (single-

ended schematic shown for simplicity) [53]

which is called continuous time ADC (CT-ADC) in this paper. A low resolution peak detection based

on a small size digital filter and threshold comparator is the only digital function within the channel.

The main peak processing can be done outside of the channel. Some signal history is required to

allow proper settling of the post-processing filters. This can be provided by the use of a digital

First-In-First-Out (FIFO) memory implemented in block-RAM.

The different aspects of the readout channel are analyzed more deeply in the following sections.

3.3. System transformation

A transformation from the fully analog to the proposed readout channel has to be established to

reuse the previous developed knowledge about readout channels. The classical readout channel

with time and energy acquisition is shown in figure 3.2 along with the boundary between the

analog and the digital domain.

Figure 3.2: Signal processing path of the classical channel
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Figure 3.3: Signal processing path with early digitalization

It is shown that the first high pass within each shaper can be composed by a differentiation and a

low pass filter, as it is mostly implemented [31]. The differentiation is independent of the shaping

time of the filters and can therefore be combined for both readout paths. This allows to shift the

analog to digital conversion towards the input of the chain and to move all the low-pass filtering

and detection circuits into the digital domain. This modification is shown in figure 3.3.

The main reason to use shaping filters is to limit the noise bandwidth of the first integrator. Oth-

erwise, the peak sampling process would alias high frequency noise into the signal. The transfer

of the filters into the digital domain enables the use of advanced filtering and detection circuits.

Noise aliasing caused by the ADC still needs to be prevented. The shaping filter optimization is out

of the focus of this work. The digital circuity used within this work exhibits the same behavior as

their analog counterpart to allow the direct comparison.

The presented channel includes an integrator, which is not stable in the presence of a DC input

current component. Classical implementations often use continuous feedback circuits as reported

Figure 3.4: Signal processing path with early digitalization
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in [31, 22] to stabilize the system. These circuits transform the CSA into a lossy-integrator. Digi-

tal reset circuits, which periodically discharge the integration capacitance, are also used for high

event rate applications. Introducing a feedback path around the ADC can be used to stabilize the

integrator and reuses the already existing analog to digital converter. This feedback can be made

insensitive to parameter variation in contrast to many analog feedback circuits. The resulting signal

processing path is shown in figure 3.4. This way, the all-pass, shown in figure 3.3, is transformed

into a low-pass. The ideal transfer function of the integrator, ADC and feedback path can be

written as

Hintegrator(s) =
1

s
(3.3)

HADC(s) = 1 (3.4)

HDAC(s) = −1 (3.5)

Hanalog(s) =
Hintegrator HADC

1 +Hintegrator HADC HDAC

=
1

1 + s
. (3.6)

The low pass transfer function behaves like an anti-alias filter for the ADC with respect to input

referred noise. It does not influence the energy acquisition as long as the low-pass cut-off fre-

quency is higher than the filter cut-off frequency in the digital domain. The influence to the time

acquisition is analyzed in section 3.7.2. The properties of the noise generated by the integrator

will be analyzed in section 3.5. The feedback loop is similar to a first order delta-sigma loop. The

optimization of the system for the readout of charge pulses will lead to some additional properties,

which are discussed in section 4.1.2.

3.4. Impulse transfer function

The signal path of the analog readout system is depicted in figure 3.5. This path is still valid for

the proposed readout system as shown in figure 3.4. The main difference is a shift of the border

between the analog and the digital domain. The transfer function and noise analysis will be done

in Laplace-domain to result in an analytical input referred noise calculation of the CSA. Therefore,

the shaper is also modeled in this domain.

Figure 3.5: Impulse signal processing path of an analog readout channel
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The transfer impedance function from Iimpulse to Vcsa is described by

Hcsa(s) = −1

s

A

(1 +A)Cint + Cpar + sτota(Cint + Cpar)
(3.7)

assuming a single stage operational amplifier with the DC gain A and the time constant τota. The

gain-bandwidth GBW of the OTA can be calculated by

GBWota =
2π A

τota
. (3.8)

A Dirac delta function is used to model the current impulse within the analytical analysis. This

simplification allows the construction of closed form equations for the system. The analytical

results are later on compared with simulation results using realistic sensor waveforms.

The impulse response of the integrator is given by

hcsa(t) = − A

(1 +A)Cint + Cpar
(1− e−(t(1+A)Cint+Cpar)/((Cint+Cpar)τota)) (3.9)

= −A
′
(1− e−t/τcsa) (3.10)

This shows clearly that the impulse response is an exponential settling to a final value −A′ with a

time constant τcsa. Simplifying the time constant by the assumption A� 1 leads to

τcsa ≈ τota
Cint + Cpar
ACint + Cpar

(3.11)

τcsa ≈ 2πA(Cint + Cpar)

GBWota(ACint + Cpar)
. (3.12)

It can be seen that the time constant of the charge sensitive amplifier is increased if the parasitic

capacitance Cpar is increased.

The charge sensitive amplifier is followed by a shaping filter. A CR-RC4 shaper with the transfer

function

Hshaper(s) =
sτ

(1 + sτ)5
(3.13)

is used within this design. The time domain response of the shaping filter to the waveform as given

in equation 3.10 is

hchannel(t) = −Asτ

(
e−t/τ t4

24τ4(τ − τcsa)
− e−t/τ t3τcsa

6τ3(τ − τcsa)2
+

e−t/τ t2τ2csa
2τ2(τ − τcsa)3

− e−t/τ tτ3csa
τ(τ − τcsa)4

+
e−t/τ τ4csa
(τ − τcsa)5

− e−t/τcsaτ4csa
(τ − τcsa)5

)
(3.14)

Figure 3.6 shows the influence of the time constant τcsa on the output signal of the shaper. The

output amplitude is influenced by the time constant of the charge sensitive amplifier but the in-

fluence decreases strongly if the time constant of the CSA is well below the shaper time constant.

Equation 3.12 allows to calculate the required gain-bandwidth of the operational amplifier to re-

duce the influence of the CSA on the shaping time. The used shaping times are given in section

3.1. The CSA gain will be calibrated within the application and it sets, therefore, no hard require-

ment. For example, a time constant τCSA of 30 ns is achieved by an OTA gain-bandwidth between
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Figure 3.6: Output waveform of the shaper for different τCSA values (−A′ = 1, τ = 300ns)

155 MHz and 220 MHz as shown in figure 3.7. The capacitance values are selected based on the

MAMMI03T design [60]. Simulations during the design of MAMMI03T have shown that the noise

optimization of the CSA will lead to gain-bandwidth products in this range and above.

These results allow the simplification of the impulse response as given in equation 3.14 by assuming

an ideal step at the shaper input. This enables the calculation of the output peak height in an

analytical and compact form. The impulse response of the channel can be approximated by

hchannel(t) ≈
e−t/τ t4

24Cintτ4
(3.15)

which assumes an infinitely fast integrator. The peak maximum appears at

tpeak = 4τ (3.16)
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Figure 3.7: Required OTA bandwidth for τcsa equals 30 ns (Cpar = 2 pF,Cint = 50 fF )
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and the peak height results in

hpeak = Qin hchannel(tpeak) =
32Qin

3Cinte4
(3.17)

by combining equation 3.15 and 3.16 for an input charge of Qin.

The calculation of the output signal of the shaping filter is required to relate the given specification

to the circuit design parameters, later on.

3.5. Noise analysis

Figure 3.8: Signal processing path of the input referred noise

The signal path of the input referred noise is shown in figure 3.8. Two different noise sources are

analyzed. Noise generated by the detector is modeled as a current source Indetector at the input of

the charge sensitive amplifier (CSA). The input referred noise of the amplifier itself is modeled as a

voltage source Vn_in connected to the positive input of the amplifier. The amplifier is modeled as

an ideal amplifier with infinite gain.

The detector noise transfer impedance to the output Vnout results in

Hndetector(s) =
1

sCint
Hshaper(s). (3.18)

The amplifier noise transfer function is

Hn_in(s) = (1 +
Cpar
Cint

)Hshaper(s). (3.19)

Using Hshaper(s) as defined in equation 3.13 leads to

Hndetector(s) =
τ

Cint(1 + sτ)5
(3.20)

Hn_in(s) =
(Cint + Cpar)sτ

Cint(1 + sτ)5
(3.21)

The power spectrum density of the different noise sources has to be identified. The detector noise

is dominated by electron shot noise and therefore assumed to be white. The amplifier noise consist
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of thermal noise as well as flicker noise. Applying the squared current noise density Sndetector and

the squared voltage noise densities Snthermal and Snflicker to the transfer functions lead to the

output noise power spectrum density

Snout(s) = Sndetector|Hndetector(s)|2 + (Snthermal +
Snflicker

f
)|Hn_in(s)|2 (3.22)

Snout(f) = Sndetector|Hndetector(2πf)|2 + (Snthermal +
Snflicker

f
)|Hn_in(2πf)|2

=
τ2(Sndetector + 4(Cint + Cpar)

2fπ2(Snflicker + fSnthermal))

C2
int(1 + 4f2π2τ2)5

(3.23)

Snout, Snthermal and Snflicker are given in v2

Hz , while Sndetector is given in i2

Hz .

The output noise power spectrum density is integrated to infinity and the different contributions

are split up to allow a first analysis.

Vnout
2

=

inf∫
0

Snout(f)df (3.24)

= Snthermal
5(Cint + Cpar)

2

512C2
intτ

(3.25)

+ Snflicker
64(Cint + Cpar)

2

512C2
int

(3.26)

+ Sndetector
35τ

512C2
int

(3.27)

It can be seen that all noise components are influenced by the integration capacitance Cint, which

also scales the input signal. Term 3.25 shows that the noise contribution from thermal noise can be

reduced by larger time constants and smaller parasitic capacitances. The contribution from flicker

noise is shown in term 3.26 and depends on the parasitic capacitance but not on the shaper time

constant. The contribution of detector noise depends strongly on the time constant and not on

the parasitic capacitance. This leads to an optimum time constant τ , which has to be selected

depending on the contribution of the detector and thermal noise. The parasitic capacitance should

be minimized in every case.

Depending on the implementation of the channel, baseline-holder [25] or correlated double sam-

pling [11] is used to suppress low frequency noise and offsets caused by sensor leakage. The

baseline is sampled between 4 to 8 time constants before the pulse peak in the analog corre-

lated double sampling approach. The output value is generated from the difference between the

baseline and the peak sample. This sampling is equivalent to a discrete time filter

Hcds(z) = 1− z−1|z=ejΩ (3.28)

Ω = 2π
f

fsampling
(3.29)

= 2πfnτ (3.30)

applied with the sampling frequency fsampling. The sampling frequency is defined by the number

of time constants n between baseline and peak sampling. The transfer function of the CDS process
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Figure 3.9: Transfer function of the correlated double sampling for different τ ∗ n values

is depicted in figure 3.9. It can be seen that low frequency noise is suppressed while noise at

certain frequencies is amplified by 6 dB. This transfer function shifts the relation between the noise

contributions but does not change their dependence on the capacitances and time constant. The

equation (3.25-3.27) can be rewritten to

Vnout
2

= αSnthermal
(Cint + Cpar)

2

C2
intτ

+ βSnflicker
(Cint + Cpar)

2

C2
int

+ γSndetector
τ

C2
int

(3.31)

using the scaling parameters α, β and γ. The values of these parameters are listed in table 3.3

for different numbers of time constants between baseline and peak sampling. The parameters

α β γ

n = 4 25.76e-3 268.88e-3 85.66e-3

n = 8 21.62e-3 294.78e-3 131.02e-3

n= 16 19.51e-3 259.10e-3 136.70e-3

no CDS 9.77e-3 125.00e-3 68.36e-3

Table 3.3: Noise scaling parameters

are given as numerical values because they depend on the Meier G-function. It can be seen that

the output noise power of the double sampling system is at least twice the noise power of the

system without CDS. This is caused by summing up the noise power of both sampling steps. The

time constant between the two sampling steps should be selected depending on the noise split-off

between the different sources.

The effective output noise power is doubled for the following calculations to account for the double

sampling effect, while keeping the calculations in compact form.
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Figure 3.10: Noise power density of thermal noise versus flicker noise corner frequency to achieve

200 e- ENC

The signal transfer function is applied to relate the calculated output noise power to the input

referred equivalent noise charges. Solving the equation

hpeak =

√
2Vnout

2
(3.32)

leads to the maximal input referred noise density for a given equivalent noise charge (ENC). The

flicker noise density Snflicker is replaced by the flicker noise corner frequency fflicker. The detector

noise power density is calculated by assuming only shot noise and the input charge is replaced by

the equivalent noise charge given as the number of electrons. The equations

Snflicker = fflicker Snthermal (3.33)

Sndetector = 2 q Ileakage (3.34)

Qin = qENC (3.35)

Snthermal = 2 q τ
131072 ENC2q

e8 − 315 Ileakage τ

9(Cint + Cpar)2(5 + 64fflickerτ)
(3.36)

are derived using the elementary charge q.

The input referred thermal noise power densities for the shaping times 200 ns and 1200 ns are

shown in figure 3.10 against the flicker noise corner frequency. An equivalent noise charge of

200 e-, an integration capacitor of 50 fF, a parasitic capacitance of 2 pF and a leakage current of

50 pA is used for the calculation. It is shown that the shaping time influences strongly the required

input referred noise voltage. The influence of the flicker noise corner frequency is low if it is below

10 kHz, in both cases. For a shaping time of 1200 ns an input referred thermal noise density of

below 16 nV/Hz0.5 is required to achieve 200 e- ENC.

The analytical analysis can be used to relate the required input referred thermal noise power to

other circuit parameters. The optimal design point can be found by including equations for the gate

capacitance and transistor noise. This analysis applies a simplified version of the EKV model[63, 64].
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Symbol Description NMOS PMOS

n slope parameter 1.18 1.52

KP normalize transconductance 166 µA V-2 250 µA V-2

KF flicker noise factor 6.98 x 10-25 V2 F 2.70 x 10-25 V2 F

AF flicker noise exponent 0.92 1.12

Cox gate oxide capacitance 7.9 fF / µm2

L transistor length ≥ 180 nm

Vth temperature voltage (27 °C) k T
q ≈

1
40 V = 25 mV

k Boltzmann constant 1.380 x 10-23 J K-1

T absolute temperature 300 K

Table 3.4: Applied parameters and constants

It is used to analyze the influence of different design parameters as well as to find a starting point

for the circuit optimization. The applied equations from the EKV model are

gm

ID
=

1

n Vth

1

1
2 +

√
IF + 1

4

(3.37)

V 2
nth = 4 k T n

1

1 + IF

1
2 + 2

3IF
gm
ID

ID
(3.38)

V 2
nfl =

2 n KP Vth KF IF

L2 Cox fAF ID
(3.39)

Cgate =
Cox ID L2

2 n KP V 2
th IF

. (3.40)

The different transistor parameters of the projected 180 nm CMOS technology are listed in table

3.4. One important design parameter of the EKV model is the inversion factor (IF ). It describes the

operation region of the device. Values below 0.1 represent weak inversion while values above 10.0

represent strong inversion. Moderate inversion can be found in between these limits. The current

consumption is a second parameter for the design. The drain current (ID) influences all other

parameters in combination with the inversion factor. This allows the combination of the equations

3.37 - 3.40 and equation 3.36 to find the optimal design point. The input referred electron noise

charges are plotted in figure 3.11 and 3.12 versus drain current and inversion factor.

It can be identified that the lowest input referred noise is achieved using a PMOS input stage

biased in strong inversion. On the other hand, the power consumption can be strongly reduced by

pushing the input stage in moderate or even weak inversion.

The noise performance is strongly reduced if the device is operated in strong inversion with low

bias current or in weak inversion with high bias current. This is caused by increased flicker noise

due to small transistor size and increased gate capacitance due to large transistor size, respectively.

The contour plot shown in figure 3.13 gives a more quantitative view on the presented results.
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Figure 3.11: Input referred ENC of the readout channel versus drain current and inversion factor

with NMOS input stage and 1200 ns shaping time (the input stage is assumed to be the only noise

source)

Figure 3.12: Input referred ENC of the readout channel versus drain current and inversion factor

with PMOS input stage and 1200 ns shaping time (the input stage is assumed to be the only noise

source)
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input stage with 1200 ns shaping time
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3.6. Time acquisition

The noise analysis given in the previous section concentrates on the energy resolution of the system.

The time resolution is also affected by noise but in a different way. This influence will be analyzed

in this section.

Noise in the time domain can be calculated based on the noise voltage in the amplitude domain

and the slope of the signal. The lowest time domain noise can be achieved at the point with the

steepest slope. The optimal point of the previous presented shaper is calculated to be

tsteepest = 2 τ (3.41)

hchannel(tsteepest) =
2 Qin

3 Cint e2
(3.42)

based on equation 3.15. It can be seen that the optimal threshold level of the discriminator

depends on the input charge. On the other hand, the crossing time of a fixed threshold level and

the measurement accuracy depends on the input charge, too. The systematic time measurement

error caused by different input charge levels is called time walk [10].

The relation between noise and acquisition accuracy depends strongly on the used discriminator

circuit. Mainly two types of discriminators are used for detector readout circuits. A threshold

discriminator, which compares the input signal with a constant threshold and a constant fraction

discriminator (CFD), which compares the input signal with a fraction of the signal itself. The

crossing points generated by these discriminators are shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15. The

time

am
pl

itu
de input signal

detection times

threshold level

Figure 3.14: Triggering time of a threshold detector for different pulse heights

constant fraction discriminator uses an attenuated version of the input signal as detection threshold.

The actual input signal has to be delayed for proper operation. The CFD reduces the time walk

effect strongly. Additionally, it can be designed to use the steepest slope for detection. The

drawback of this approach is the increased circuit complexity and power consumption in case of

an analog implementation. Also the number of noise sources within the discriminator itself is

increased and a threshold discriminator is required in every case to enable the CFD.
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Figure 3.15: Triggering time of a constant fraction discriminator for two different pulses (solid

line: input pulse, dotted line: attenuated pulse, dashed line: delayed pulse)

The rms timing error in case of a detection at the optimal point can be calculated by

et rms =
3 Cint e

2 τ

√
V 2
nout

2 Qin
(3.43)

It is known from equation 3.31 that the output noise V 2
nout of the shaper increases if τ decreases.

The influence of τ changes for the time acquisition and the timing error is reduced for smaller

values of τ . Equation 3.43 assumes an ideal charge sensitive amplifier without finite gain and

limited bandwidth.

This analysis takes two approaches to get a deeper knowledge about the timing error. First, an-

alytical conclusions are drawn from the previous equations to evaluate the influence of the time

constant τ and the used discriminator. Numerical calculations including the limited bandwidth and

gain effects of the CSA are done as a second step. The numerical calculations are used to verify

the previously made conclusions for a realistic CSA.

Figure 3.16 shows the timing error etrms for two different shaping times. The noise values are

calculated for a PMOS input stage biased with 100 µA (each transistor) and an inversion factor

of 10-0.5. The timing error increases with increasing time constant, as expected. The timing error

increases also for smaller input charges as the slope of the pulse decreases.

The operation range of a threshold detector is limited by the detection level in contrast to the

previously shown constant fraction discriminator. The detection level has to be lower than the

lowest signal, which should be detected. The slope at the threshold level influences the timing

error. This results in the timing error equation

etTHR rms =
3 Cint e

4 τ

√
V 2
nout

32 Qmin(1 + 1
W (−(Qmin/Qin)1/4 e−1)

)
(3.44)

with the detection threshold Qmin and the Lambert-W function W (z) [65]. The timing error versus

input charge is shown in figure 3.17 for two different threshold levels using the same transistor
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Figure 3.16: Timing measurement error versus input charge for different time constants τ using

a PMOS input stage biased with 2x100 µA and an inversion factor of 0.3 - CFD with best detection
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Figure 3.17: Timing measurement error versus input charge for time constant τ equals 50 ns

using a PMOS input stage biased with 2x100 µA and an inversion factor of 0.3 - threshold discrim-

ination, analytical solution

bias point as in figure 3.16. On one hand, it can be seen that the timing error reduces, if the

threshold level increases for large input charges. On the other hand, the timing error increases

strongly when the input charge is only slightly higher than the threshold. The used threshold level

must be selected depending on the required input range.

The presented calculation results do not give a complete overview over the timing error since the

finite gain-bandwidth of the CSA was excluded. The analytically calculated output waveform of

the shaping filter with 50 ns and 10 ns time constant with an infinitely fast CSA and a limited

unity-gain-bandwidth CSA (210 MHz) are shown in figure 3.18. The peak amplitude and the slope
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Figure 3.18: Shaper output waveform for different shaper time constants comparing ideal and

real CSA (A = 60 dB, τcsa = 30 ns) - analytical solution

of the output pulse is reduced by the limited speed of the CSA. It is therefore assumed that the

timing resolution is significantly influenced. The influence of the detector on the slope of the signal

is not accounted for in the calculations.

The discriminator error versus the shaper and CSA time constants is analyzed numerically due to

the strongly increased complexity of the equations. A fix fraction of 50 % of the peak height is

used for the calculations. The output shape and slope at the crossing point is computed using

equation 3.14. The equivalent rms output noise voltage is calculated by

V ′nout =

√√√√√ inf∫
0

S′nout(f)df (3.45)

S′nout(f) = (Snthermal +
Snflicker

f
)|Hn_in(2πf)|2. (3.46)

The current noise source of the detector is excluded as its contributions are not dominant in the

system. The same input stage biasing as before is used. The resulting timing error is depicted in

the upper graph of figure 3.19. It can be seen that the time constant of the shaper has the largest

influence on the timing error. Lowering the CSA time constant also improves the performance

but not as significantly as the shaping filter. It can be concluded that increasing the slope of the

output pulse overcompensates for the increased output noise voltage. This leads to the possibility

to further improve the time resolution by replacing the shaping filter with a single high pass filter.

The resulting timing error is shown in figure 3.19 by the lower graph.

The used filtering approach in the MAMMI03T ASIC, as described in section 2.1.3, is not optimal

for the timing resolution even though it is a commonly used structure. The timing error of a high

pass filtering system can be improved by lowering the time constants as long as the slope is not

limited by the detector drift current. This is emphasized by figure 3.20.
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3.7. ADC requirements

The resolution, input range and sampling frequency requirements of the ADC for the proposed

readout channel have to be derived from the previous results. The ADC must be designed in such

a way that the overall channel performance is not limited by it. The ADC front-end structure is

shown in figure 3.4.

The required ADC input range depends on the properties of the feedback loop, which stabilizes

the CSA. It has to be assumed that the whole input charge is integrated by the CSA in case of a

Figure 3.19: Timing measurement error versus CSA and shaper time constant using a PMOS input

stage biased with 2x100 µA and an inversion factor of 0.3 - CR-RC4 shaper (red, upper shape) and

CR high pass (blue, lower shape), numerical calculation based on the analytical solution

Figure 3.20: Timing measurement error versus CSA and shaper time constant using a PMOS input

stage biased with 2x100 µA, an inversion factor of 0.3 and only CR high pass filtering - numerical

calculation based on the analytical solution
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slow feedback loop or the use of an analog continuous reset system. The exact range needs to be

defined during the design of the CSA. As a first estimate,

VFS ≥ 2 Qin
Cint

(3.47)

can be used for the full scale input voltage VFS . The factor of two is included to provide head-room

for the CSA stabilization loop and to handle pile-up of input pulses.

3.7.1. Resolution

The resolution of the ADC depends on the energy resolution requirements and also on the used

sampling frequency. It can be expected that the time acquisition requires a sampling frequency,

which is significantly higher than the bandwidth of the slow shaper. This allows one to improve

the resolution of the ADC by oversampling. For the analytical analysis, it is assumed that no noise

shaping is involved to estimate the minimal required resolution. The influence of the CSA stabiliza-

tion loop is excluded from this analysis. This loop is able to introduce a low-pass characteristic as

known for continuous-time delta-sigma ADCs into the signal transfer function. The input signal

properties of the system require an actual loop design, which is different from a classical delta-

sigma modulator. These aspects are discussed in section 4.1.2.

Equation 3.24 can be extended by introducing ADC quantization noise. This allows the determi-

nation of the quantization noise power density SADC level at which it becomes a minor noise

source.

SADC <

(
Cint + Cpar

Cint

)2

(Snthermal +
64 τ

5
Snflicker)

+
7 τ

C2
int

Sndetector (3.48)

The minimally required ADC resolution can be calculated by combining

SADC =
e2rms
1
2fS

=
2∆2

12 fS
(3.49)

≈ V 2
FS

22 ENOB 6 fS
(3.50)

based on [66] with equation 3.47 and 3.48 to

2ENOB >

√
2

fS

Qin√
(Cint + Cpar)2(3 Snthermal + 192

5 Snflickerτ) + 21 Sndetectorτ2
. (3.51)

The rms quantization error of the ADC is expressed by erms and the ADC step size is given by ∆.

ENOB represents the effective number of bits and fS is the sampling frequency of the ADC.

An example is calculated to illustrate the relation. A PMOS input stage with a drain current of

2x100 µA and an inversion factor of 0.3 is used. The maximum input charge is set to 25 fC, the
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integration capacitance is 50 fF, the parasitic capacitance is 2 pF, the shaper time constant is 600 ns

and the pixel leakage current is 50 pA. The minimally required resolution versus sampling frequency

is depicted in figure 3.21 based on equation 3.51. The effective number of bits of the ADC can be

reduced by one bit if the sampling rate is increased by a factor of four. This model assumes white

quantization noise. The minimal sampling rate is set by the timing measurement, which will be

discussed in the following section.
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Figure 3.21: Required effective ADC resolution versus sampling frequency - analytical solution

3.7.2. Choice of sampling frequency and effect of anti-alias filtering

The previous estimation assumed that no noise folding takes place at the input of the ADC. This

is only valid for ADCs with implicit anti-alias filtering. All other types of ADCs need an explicit

filtering stage or a bandwidth limitation by the CSA. In case of the energy acquisition, anti-alias

filtering has only a minor influence on the overall performance as long as it suppresses effectively

the noise folding next to DC.

This is different for the time acquisition as the filtering reduces the slope of the pulse effectively.

Equation 3.43 has proven that an increased noise power can be over compensated by an increased

signal slope. This holds also for folded noise at the input of an ADC. Therefore, the anti-alias filter

has to be selected to avoid folding of high frequency input signal components while keeping the

pulse slope as steep as possible. The signal folding effect is shown in figure 3.22 for 3 different

input signals. Only one of these signals fulfills the Nyquist-criteria and can be error-freely recon-

structed. It can be seen that the sampling values of the different input signals are identical while

the crossing time of any threshold level is different.

Continuous-time delta-sigma modulators provide inherent anti-alias filtering and are therefore one

possible ADC type for this system. Explicit first order or second order low-pass filters are also

possible solutions. The filter characteristic of these filters with identical noise band width are

shown in figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Anti-alias filters with identical noise bandwidth (blue: first order CT delta-sigma

modulator (fS = 50 MHz), red: first order low-pass, green: second order low-pass)

It is not possible to estimate the timing error independently of the waveform or the frequency

spectrum of the input signal. Therefore, the general influence of the anti-alias filtering is analyzed

in this paragraph. Detailed calculations of the timing accuracy are given in section 3.7.3 based on

numerical simulations.

Single tone analysis allows the calculation of an upper boundary of the resolution. Therefore, four

cases where no noise folding takes place are reviewed

1. no anti-alias filtering

2. first order low pass
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Figure 3.24: Min. required sampling rate to measure the timing of a sine waveform for different

anti-alias filters

3. second order low pass

4. first order continuous-time anti-alias filtering

A full swing sine wave input signal is used in all cases. The frequency of the input signal is selected

to get the maximum slope of the waveform without any folding. The low-pass corner frequency

is set to half of the sampling rate. The used anti-alias filtering influences the slope of the wave-

form while the noise power is defined by the resolution of the ADC. This approach enables the

calculation of the minimal sampling frequency to achieve a given timing error. Figure 3.24 depicts

the resolution and sampling frequency requirements for a maximum timing error of 2 ns. The

continuous-time delta-sigma transfer function gives the best result of the three filters. An addi-

tional advantage are the notches at multiples of the sampling frequency, which provide sufficient

attenuation of noise folding for energy acquisition.

3.7.3. Numerical simulations of the energy and time acquisition accuracy

Idealized input signals are used for the analytical performance analysis, which is presented in the

previous sections. On one hand, this approach excludes the effects of the detector properties. On

the other hand, the influence of signal folding during time acquisition could only be reviewed for

sine wave signals. The input signal has a significant influence on the overall performance of the

time acquisition. The numerical simulations are done using a pulse model fitted to finite element

method (FEM) simulation data. The FEM simulation is done for a 10x10x10 m3 CZT crystal with a

pixel size of 800x800 µm2 by CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain) during the MAMMI project. The model is

defined as

Cpulse(t) =

A
e
t−x
τ (τ+x−t)

τ if t ≤ x

A if t > x
(3.52)
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by the author of this thesis and discussed with the cooperation partners at CIEMAT. The total input

charge of the CSA is given by the parameter A, while other influences like interaction depth, bias

voltage and detector properties are represented by τ and x. The model is required to interpolate

data points of the FEM simulation. It allows one also to calculate the peak input current of the

CSA, which can not be done on the basis of the FEM data due to numerical effects at the finite

element boundaries. The model underestimates the input current for t < x − τ , which has only a

minor influence to the presented peak acquisition results.

The total amount of integrated charge depends on the ionization energy of the detector material

(EiCZT = 4.64 eV), the energy of the photon and charge losses during the drift inside of the

detector material. The FEM simulation results are normed to the overall generated charge. The

aim of the model is to approximate the slope and the total amount of integrated charges as good

as possible to estimate the peak current. The peak current depends on the bias voltage, the carrier

mobilities, the amount of charges and the distribution inside the detector material. The mobility

of electrons and holes are very different for CZT detector material. The readout is, therefore,

dominated by the electrons. The integrator output signal for an infinite fast integrator is shown

in figure 3.25 together with the fitted model given in equation 3.52. The shown event interacted
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Figure 3.25: Integrated detector charge normed to the amount of generated charge

next to the cathode side of the detector. One additional readout channel for the cathode can

be used to compensate for the influence of the interaction depth [11]. This readout channel can

be shared by all pixels of one detector. The input current pulse is calculated from the model and

depicted in figure 3.26 for an input charge of 17.6 fC. The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of

the pulse is 12.46 ns.

The numerical simulations for energy acquisition are done using the described detector model.

The shaping time is set to 1200 ns and the thermal noise density is selected to achieve an overall

performance of 200 e- ENC. All simulations are repeated 100 times. The noise caused by the

CSA is modeled as white noise. The ADC caused quantization noise is modeled as white noise

or as first order high-pass filtered noise. The sampling rate of the ADC is set to 50 MHz, which
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Figure 3.26: Input current pulse (model) of a charge of 17.6 fC

can be interchanged with ADC resolution within a wide range as the ADC is highly oversampling

during energy acquisition. The anti-alias filtering is done by averaging the input signal across one

clock period, which is identical to the anti-alias filter of a continuous-time delta-sigma ADC. The

simulation results across the number of ADC bits are shown in figure 3.27. The depicted output

noise power is normed to the output noise power of a equivalent completely analog system. The

peak height is measured by interpolating the highest data point by a 3rd order polynomial.

The numerical simulations for energy acquisition show that the resolution of the ADC should to

be 9 ENOB if no noise shaping is involved. The acquisition accuracy is limited by device noise of

the CSA if this resolution is used with a sampling frequency of 50 MHz. First order noise shaping

reduces the required resolution down to 3 effective bits. These results fit to the analytical estimation

shown in figure 3.21. The device noise of the CSA equals the quantization noise in the analytical

estimation, which is identical to an normed output noise power of 2 in figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Output noise power of the channel versus ADC resolution - numerical simulation
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The input waveform has a significant influence on the timing measurement as previously discussed.

Another important point is the algorithm used to detect the threshold crossing point or the pulse

maximum. In a first simulation, the timing measurement based on a threshold detector is ana-

lyzed using a detection level of half of the expected peak height. The simulations are done using

the same high-pass filter as used for the energy measurements with a time constant of 600 ns.

The simulated ADC provides an anti-alias filtering like a first order continuous-time delta-sigma

modulator followed by a low-pass filter in the digital domain. The low-pass filter is designed by

transforming an analog RC filter into a digital one using the bilinear transformation. The analog

filter -3 dB cut-off frequency was set to 25 MHz. Figure 3.28 depicts the rms time acquisition error

in ns versus ENOB of the ADC. It can be seen that the time resolution is limited to approximately

400 ps by device noise of the CSA if a high resolution ADC is used. Five effective bits of resolution

are required to achieve a time measurement error below 1 ns rms using a sampling rate of 50 MHz.

The time acquisition accuracy is slightly reduced for noise shaping ADCs compared to ones adding

white quantization noise.
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Figure 3.28: Timing resolution versus effective number of bits using a sampling rate of 50 MHz -

numerical simulation

The time acquisition accuracy is also influenced by the relation between the input event time and

the moment of sampling. A sweep of the input signal within one sampling clock cycle is simulated

to evaluate this effect. Measurement nonlinearities within one clock cycle can hardly be separated

from noise caused errors and must, therefore, be limited. The resulting linearity error is depicted in

figure 3.29. This figure shows the influence of the input event position within one sampling clock

cycle. The effect of different low-pass filters on the overall linearity is evaluated. It can be seen

that the effect of a first order low-pass in front of the ADC is very limited. The transformation of

the same low-pass filter into the digital domain changes the transfer characteristic next to half of

the sampling frequency. This results in a reduction of the measurement error and shows that an

analog pre-filter is not required for this approach.
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Figure 3.29: Timing measurement nonlinearity within one sampling period for different filter

cut-off frequencies - numerical simulation

The measurement of the peak timing independent of the pulse charge is more complex and dif-

ferent solutions are possible. It is expected that the time resolution is significantly reduced using

an approach comparable to the analog constant fraction discriminator. The analog CFD uses an

attenuated version of the input signal as threshold. In this case, the threshold value derived from

the time measurement channel is strongly effected by noise.

Here, another approach is used for the evaluation of the peak timing measurement. In a first

step, the peak point is detected by selecting the highest output value. In a second step, a 4th

order polynomial is fitted to the peak sample and the four surrounding samples. The peak time of

the maximum value is extracted from this polynomial. It was shown in section 3.6 that low-pass

filtering of the input signal reduces the measurement performance. It is therefore attempted to

skip any additional low-pass filtering beside the anti-alias filter of a first order continuous-time

modulator. The resulting time measurement errors are shown in figure 3.30. It can be seen that

the timing measurement accuracy is reduced compared to a threshold detector. Additionally, at

least eight effective bits are required to touch the limits caused by thermal noise.

The linearity of this measurement approach within one clock cycle is also reduced, compared to

the threshold discriminator, as can be seen in figure 3.31.

The post-processing of time and energy measurement in the digital domain allows the combination

of both systems. The energy extraction can be done before the time extraction to improve the peak

height independent time measurement accuracy. This way, the uncertainty in the threshold value

of a digital equivalent of a constant fraction discriminator is reduced and the time measurement

accuracy is improved.
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Figure 3.30: Peak timing resolution versus effective number of bits using a sampling rate of

50 MHz - numerical simulation
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Figure 3.31: Peak time measurement nonlinearity within one sampling period for different filter

cut-off frequencies - numerical simulation

3.8. ADC architecture selection

The previous section presented that an ADC with a sampling frequency of 50 MHz can be used in

this system. The output resolution of the ADC has to be at least 9 ENOB for the energy acquisition.

It can be reduced to 3 ENOB if first order noise shaping is involved. For the time acquisition, five

to six effective bits are required if a threshold detector is used. An anti-alias filter in front of the

ADC prevents folding of high frequency noise caused by the CSA. Sufficient attenuation, around

the sampling frequency and the multiple of it, improves the energy acquisition. Additionally, low

attenuation within the whole signal band of the ADC supports the time acquisition, while folding

of high frequency components of the input signal should be avoided.
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There are different implementation options for the ADC. First, a low power Nyquist ADC with

explicit anti-alias filtering can be used. SAR ADCs are one type of Nyquist ADCs, which are reported

to provide a very good power efficiency. Recent developments show operations of this type of ADC

with more than 40 MHz and more than 9 bit of resolution [67]. A second option is the use of a

continuous-time delta-sigma modulator with implicit anti-alias filtering.

The requirements of an anti-alias filter optimized for energy or time acquisition are different. Energy

acquisition demands for strong suppression of aliased noise, while time acquisition needs to avoid

any pulse slope reduction due to the filtering. Therefore, the work focuses initially on a filter

only for energy acquisition. Implementing the first low-pass filter of the RC4-shaper in the analog

domain is an intuitive solution. The used ADC has to have a higher sampling rate than twice

the required bandwidth to avoid noise folding. Figure 3.32 illustrates the amount of folded noise

power versus the relation between cut-off frequency and sampling frequency. Only the noise

folding from one time and twice the sampling frequency into the shaper bandwidth is used for

this figure, which underestimates the effect for low sampling frequencies. It can be seen that the
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Figure 3.32: Aliased noise power versus sampling frequency using a 1st order RC low-pass anti-

alias filter - analytical solution

sampling frequency has to be 8 times higher than the cut-off frequency of the filter to reduce the

folded noise power to below 5 % of the overall noise power. This results in a sampling frequency

of approximately 2 MHz for the given energy acquisition system. The reduced oversampling rate,

compared to the results presented in section 3.7.3, leads to a required effective resolution of

11.3 bits. Using an SAR ADC, it results in a clock rate of at least 26 MHz. There are also other

types of Nyquist ADCs, but SAR ADCs are currently leading in terms of FOM [67].

For time acquisition, the ADC needs a sampling rate of 50 MHz or above. The anti-alias filter still

requires a cut-off frequency of one eighth of the sampling frequency, which results in 6.25 MHz.

The simulations, presented in figure 3.28, show that a system like this requires at least 7 effective

bits to achieve a timing resolution of 0.5 ns. The oversampling reduces the reported figures-of-

merit of SAR ADCs. The power consumption of the anti-alias filter has also to be included in the
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calculations. In case of a SAR ADC, the filter has to be able to charge the input capacitance of

the ADC within a small fraction of the conversion time, which forces amplifier settling times below

2 ns.

Contrary, continuous-time delta sigma ADCs provide implicit anti-alias filtering as shown in fig-

ure 3.23. The sampling rate for energy acquisition is higher than for the presented Nyquist ADC

approach but the amplifier requirements are comparable to the explicit anti-alias filter. In case

of time acquisition, the amplifier requirements are reduced but a large number of intrinsic bits is

required. This makes the delta-sigma approach more power efficient if the required quantizer can

be provided.

A second order 4 bit continuous-time delta-sigma modulator was implemented to evaluate its

potential use in the readout channel. The circuit implementation of the ADC was done in [68, 69].

A short overview of this ASIC is given in appendix B.3. This ADC would be able to provide a time

resolution of 2 ns rms. In order to extend the time resolution to the given requirements a separate

time-to-digital converter (TDC) is designed [29].

The aim to combine energy and time acquisition within one ADC can be solved by using an oscil-

lator based ADC as it can be designed to provide more than 7 effective bits in Nyquist operation

with a sampling rate of 50 MHz and higher. This type of ADC provides first order noise shaping

and anti-alias filtering as reported in section 2.2. Additionally, it can be implemented providing a

large number of output bits [50] and good area efficiency [53].
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4. Block level design

Design aspects of the analog main building blocks are presented in this section. The charge sen-

sitive amplifier or integrator is typically the limiting building block in terms of energy resolution.

Therefore, the optimization of this building block is critical. The power consumption and size of

the mainly analog ASIC, reported in section 2.1.3, is limited by the large amount of analog signal

processing and acquisition circuits. The replacement of these circuits by a power and area efficient

ADC is therefore the second important block in this section.

4.1. Charge sensitive amplifier

Traditional charge sensitive amplifier implementations are designed to provide an, as low as possi-

ble, input referred noise power to improve the resolution of the system. This leads to the use of

folded single-ended input structures as shown in figure 4.1 [70]. The use of only one input device

reduces the number of noise sources. The folding structure, created by the cascode device MC2,

allows one to increase the DC input transistor current provided by device MS . In the same moment,

the current in the output path small can be kept small, which is controlled by device ML. The bias

voltages V BX are kept constant during operation. If very low input referred noise is required, the

ASIC integrates all beside the input device [71] to allow external cooling of it.

The design of multi-channel ASICs changes the requirements of the CSA. The suppression of in-

terferences becomes a second important parameter beside the input referred noise. Single-ended

Figure 4.1: Single-ended amplifier for a CSA (integration capacitor not shown), ©[2007] IEEE [70]
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Figure 4.2: Differential input stage CSA with DC output stabilization, ©[2009] by courtesy of R.

Ballabriga [22]

input stages are very sensitive to noise coupling from supply lines, which leads to the use of dif-

ferential input stages as done in MAMMI03T and MediPix3 [22]. Figure 4.2 shows a CSA with

differential input stage and low-frequency output stabilization. The two devices of the differential

input stage contribute both to the overall input referred noise of the amplifier, which increases the

input referred noise power by a factor of two for the same biasing point. Additionally, the power

consumption of the input stage is doubled as both devices need to be supplied [72].

4.1.1. Fully differential input stage

The count rate in medical applications is much smaller than in many other applications as the pa-

tient radiation dose has to be minimized, previously reported in section 3.1. This enables the use of

an alternative CSA circuit with differential input stage, which partly compensates for the previously

presented drawbacks. The proposed circuit structure is shown in figure 4.3 and will be analyzed

in the following. The main idea is to use one amplifier for the readout of two detectors. The fact

that semiconductor detectors generate uni-polar current pulses allows to extract the source of the

current pulse from the differential output signal [73, 74].

4.1.1.1. Measurement error probability

One important issue is the probability that two events overlap each other, which would cause a

measurement error. The error probability can be calculated based on the event durations and event

frequencies. It can be assumed that the first event is equally distributed within the observation time.

This does not change the probability of overlapping events as long as the second event is randomly
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Figure 4.3: Proposed differential dual channel readout with input common mode resistive feed-

back stabilization [73, 74]

distributed. It is assumed that both events have the same duration tdEV ENT . The probability that

a second event starts, whilst a first event occurs can be calculated by

pSTART = tdEV ENT fEV ENT1 (4.1)

using the frequency of the first event fEV ENT1. Figure 4.4 illustrates this relationship. The prob-

ability that the second event stops, whilst a first event is happening pSTOP equals pSTART . The

Figure 4.4: Overlap of two events
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fact that the event duration is equal allows the addition of both probabilities as there is no second

event, which starts and stops within the same first event. This results in

p1OV ERLAP = pSTART + pSTOP

= 2 tdEV ENT fEV ENT1 (4.2)

pOV ERLAP = p1OV ERLAP fEV ENT2 tdMEASURE

= 2 tdEV ENT fEV ENT1 fEV ENT2 tdMEASURE (4.3)

with the probability that one second event overlaps p1OV ERLAP and the probability that any sec-

ond event overlaps pOV ERLAP within the measurement time tdMEASURE . The frequency of both

events is equal for the given application, which simplifies equation 4.3. The mean time between

failures (MTBF) can be derived for the given application by calculating the measurement duration

for an overlap probability of one. This results in

MTBF =
1

2 tdEV ENT f2EV ENT
(4.4)

MTBF2DETECTOR =
1

2× 1.2µs× (3.5s−1)2

= 34013.6s

≈ 9.4h

with MTBF2DETECTOR for two detectors based on the parameters given in section 3.1. The

MTBF of the whole ring is much smaller and is calculated by dividing by the half number of detec-

tors. This leads to a system MTBF of 0.674 s or the fact that one out of 238095 events is missed.

The given value is only a worst case scenario as a very long pulse duration of 1.2 µs is assumed.

4.1.1.2. Signal transfer impedance function

The small signal equivalent circuit diagram of the differential CSA is shown in figure 4.5. The

stabilization circuity for the common mode and differential signal are excluded from this model as

they influence the low frequency behavior only. The single-ended input signal can be decomposed

in a fully differential and a common mode part as shown in figure 4.6. This enables the use of

the half-circuit technique to simplify the analysis of the system [72]. The voltage VS is constant

for a fully differential input signal, which allows one to redraw the small signal model as shown in

figure 4.7 for the fully differential case. The transfer impedance function is given by

HDIFF (s) =
Vout
Iin

= − ROUT (gm− s CINT )

s(CPAR + CINT (1 + gmROUT )) + s2(CINT CPAR ROUT )
(4.5)

using the relations

A = gm ROUT (4.6)

A � 1 (4.7)

c =
CPAR
CINT

(4.8)

c � A (4.9)
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to simplify the transfer impedance function to

HDIFF (s) = − 1

s CINT
+

1 + c

gm+ s c CINT
(4.10)

The impulse response of HDIFF (s) is given by

hDIFF (t) = − 1

CINT
+

(1 + c)e−(gm t)/(c CINT )

c CINT
(4.11)

≈ e
− gm t
c CINT − 1

CINT
for c� 1, (4.12)

which shows that the response to a differential input pulse is similar to a classical integrator. The

settling time constant c CINT
gm is enlarged by the parasitic capacitance.

The influence of the common-mode portion of the input pulse has to be analyzed using the small

signal equivalent circuit as shown in figure 4.8. The output resistance ROUT is excluded from

the calculations, which equals the previously used assumption A � 1. The transfer impedance

function of the common mode signal is given by

HCM (s) =
s (gm RS(2 CINT − CS) + CINT )− gm

s CINT gm+ s2 CINT (CPAR + gm RS(2 CPAR + CS))
(4.13)

Figure 4.5: Small signal equivalent circuit diagram

Figure 4.6: Decomposition of the single-ended input signal
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Figure 4.7: Small signal equivalent circuit diagram for the differential input signal

Figure 4.8: Small signal equivalent circuit diagram for the common mode input signal

which can be transformed to the impulse response hCM (t) of the system.

hCM (t) =
(1 +B) e

− t
τCM − 1

CINT
(4.14)

with (4.15)

τCM =
CPAR(1 + 2 ACM ) + CS ACM

gm
(4.16)

B =
CINT (1 + 2 ACM )− CS ACM
CPAR(1 + 2 ACM ) + CS ACM

(4.17)

ACM = gm RS (4.18)

The amplifier is designed to provide a large differential gain A, which requires sufficient gm and

ROUT . The tail current source is designed to provide a large output resistance RS that can be
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Figure 4.9: Differential amplifier used for simulation [68, 75]

assumed to be higher than ROUT . This results in the assumption ACM � 1, which allows the

simplification of τCM and B to

τCM ≈ 2 CPARACM + CS ACM
gm

(4.19)

= RS(2 CPAR + CS) (4.20)

B ≈ 2 CINT − CS
2 CPAR + CS

(4.21)

(4.22)

It can be seen that the final common mode output voltage is not affected by the parasitic capaci-

tance CPAR for high amplifier gains. The common-mode input current is integrated and converted

into a common-mode output voltage using with the same transimpedance as the differential case.

The time constant of this integration depends on RS and CS but on CPAR, too. Large sizes of

CPAR slow down the common-mode integration, which strongly relaxes the speed requirements

of the common-mode feedback regulation of the amplifier.

Circuit simulations on transistor level were done to verify the previously presented results. A fully

differential two stage amplifier as shown in figure 4.9 is used. The amplifier includes a capacitive

voltage divider to generate the common-mode feedback voltage VCM . A switched-capacitor circuit

is used to recharge the voltage divider periodically. The recharge circuit is not clocked during the

simulation to analyze the common mode output response of the CSA. The common-mode input

and output voltage is set by an initial condition. The capacitance values are 2 pF and 50 fF for

CPAR and CINT respectively. 1 GOhm feedback resistors are used, parallel to CINT , to stabilize

the integrator during simulation. The simulation output waveforms are depicted in figure 4.10a

for one current pulse of each detector. A zoom to the marked region of the waveform is shown

in figure 4.10b. The simulation verifies that the common-mode output voltage is only slightly

affected by the input signal. The common-mode feedback provided by the capacitive divider of
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the SC circuit (not clocked) is completely sufficient. The input common-mode voltage shows steps

due to the charge pulse of the detector and drift due to the detector leakage. The voltage step

and drift are reduced by the parasitic input capacitance and must be compensated by an input

common-mode circuit.

4.1.1.3. Noise analysis

The fully differential structure of the circuit allows the suppression of interferences from power

supply and biasing of the ASIC. The use of one CSA for two detectors doubles the supply current

of the CSA compared to the classical approach, if the overall power consumption is kept constant.

Both input devices contribute to the overall output noise, which leads to an increased output noise

of the system compared to a single-ended CSA. Another noise source is the detector itself. The

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Simulation output waveforms - zoom region marked in (a) is displayed in (b)
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noise contribution of the detector is mainly caused by crystal imperfections and depends therefore

on the detector quality. The detector noise was analyzed by the cooperation partners within the

MAMMI project [27]. An equivalent noise charge of 45 e- was estimated for the projected detectors.

The detector noise current is increased by a factor of
√

2 for the proposed circuit while the detector

biasing noise is suppressed.

This leads to an improved noise performance compared to the simplified circuit shown in figure

4.2. An additional advantage results from the differential output signal of the CSA, which avoids

the implementation of a continuous time single-ended to differential converter.

4.1.1.4. Detector pattern

The energy resolution of the readout channel can be used to improve the performance in mainly

two ways. Firstly, scattered photons are separated from unscattered ones, which improves the

image reconstruction. Secondly, charge sharing between neighboring pixels can be detected and

interpolation techniques can be applied to increase the spatial resolution below the pixel size.

Neighboring pixels must not be connected to the same CSA to allow this interpolation technique.

The projected pixel size limits the charge distribution to the surrounding pixels, which allows the

use of a cross connection approach as shown in figure 4.11. Charge sharing between up to four

pixels can be error-freely detected and processed by this interconnection structure.

Figure 4.11: Proposed interconnection to avoid measurement errors caused by charge sharing

between neighboring pixels [73]
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4.1.2. Stabilization feedback loop

Continuous-time reset is a well known technique to stabilize the CSA [31]. The same approach is

used in the MAMMI project as previously shown in figure 2.8. Measurements of the multi-channel

ASIC have shown that the biasing circuit of the reset transistor is very sensitive to noise coupling.

The previously presented differential CSA is more robust against common mode interferences but

its differential structure prevents matched replica biasing for both feedback devices across all out-

put voltages. This will lead to a mismatch in the differential structure, which is going to introduce

non-linearities and reduces the power supply noise rejection.

Section 3.3 already presented a feedback path from the digital to the analog domain to stabilize

the CSA. This loop is similar to a first-order continuous time delta sigma (CT-DS) from the system

level point of view. The properties of this feedback loop are going to be reviewed in this section.

Starting point is a list of properties, which can be seen as different to a classical continuous-time

delta-sigma feedback loop.

1. The projected quantizer has a large number of bits (>5), while CT-DS modulators use typically

between one and four bits.

2. The input signal is DC at most of the time, while most CT-DS require a fairly busy input signal

to suppress DC pattern noise [66].

3. The input pulse duration and charge is limited, which means that the input signal is not

periodic and analysis in frequency domain can not be used.

4. The delay of the integrator is strongly affected by the external parasitic capacitance. Most

CT-DS modulators include a voltage to current conversion in front of the integrator, which

reduces the influence of the external parasitic capacitances.

5. Distribution of a low jitter clock reference across a 10 by 10 mm2 ASIC is challenging as the

clock network and required buffering is much larger than for a single ADC chip.

Typically, the maximum feedback current of a delta-sigma modulator is chosen to handle the maxi-

mum input signal current plus some head room, which is required to ensure proper noise shaping.

The peak current of the given system depends on several parameters. In section 3.7.3, it was es-

timated to be approximately 1.2 µA. This would lead to a maximum feedback current of approx.

1.5 µA. The implementation of a DAC with the full quantizer resolution of more than 5 bits leads

to a large area with increased parasitic capacitances. A reduced number of DAC bits is one option

known as Leslie-Sing structure [76]. The required rounding of the digital bits will introduce addi-

tional quantization noise but this error is known in the digital domain and can be compensated.

The minimum number of DAC bits is limited by clock jitter in the presented case using a current

mode DAC. The influence of clock jitter can be reduced by reducing the step size of the DAC in

case of non-return to zero operation [77].
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Figure 4.12: Feedback loop with truncation and single bit DAC

The total amount of charge during one pulse is limited in contrast to the input signal in many other

applications. The short duration of the pulse leads to the fact that most of the input charge is

integrated during one or two clock cycles. This defines the minimal size of the integration capac-

itance. The output swing of the integrator during DC-input will be small due to the predefined

capacitance value. The system will react like a single-bit modulator in this case. The boundary

conditions of the input pulse allow the modification of the feedback to a single-bit system using a

current value adapted for the DC-input case. Due to the input signal behavior, this system is still

able to recover the integrator output for the desired value in case of an input impulse.

Noise shaping of the CSA loop is not provided during this time but the resolution of the oscillator

based ADC is sufficient for the aimed overall performance. The actual feedback current is defined

by the noise level at the input of the system and the maximum pulse rate. This approach also

suppresses the influence of clock jitter as the feedback current can be strongly reduced. The

proposed stabilization loop is shown in figure 4.12. A digital compensation filter is needed to

cancel the truncation error (T) out of the output signal (Y). Simulation results of the unfiltered ADC

output are shown in figure 4.13 together with the used input signal.

Delay introduced by the CSA and the OSC based ADC affects the stability of the feedback loop. The

design aim is to preserve the second order noise transfer function (1 − z−1)2 as much as possible

to guarantee loop stability under all conditions. Any mismatch between the analog loop filter

function and the digital equivalent will increase the quantization noise in the output signal. The

application allows off-line post-processing, which enables the use of sophisticated adaptive filter

techniques [78] to compensate this mismatch. The transimpedance function of an ideal inverting

integrator is given by

Hiideal(s) = −1

s
. (4.23)
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Figure 4.13: CSA input current waveform (a) and ADC unfiltered output waveform (b) - using a

sampling rate of 50 MHz

Introducing limited gain-bandwidth gbw and a parasitic capacitance Cpar at the amplifier input

changes the transimpedance function to

Hireal(s) = −
1 + s c+1

gbw

s (1 + a
gbw )

(4.24)

c =
Cpar
Cint

(4.25)

with the integration capacitance Cint and a circuit structure dependent factor a. a equals zero in

case of a current feedback DAC with high output resistance and it equals one in case of a voltage

DAC with feedback resistor. It can be seen that the parasitic capacitance factor c and the limited

gain-bandwidth gbw causes a deviation from the ideal transfer function. Using a current mode

feedback DAC, as proposed for this system, cancels the influence of gbw to the denominator of

the transfer function because a equals zero in case of a current mode DAC.

An operational amplifier assistance scheme is proposed in [79] to compensate the limited gain-

bandwidth of the amplifier. This approach uses an additional support DAC to improve the perfor-

mance of the integrator. The value of the feedback current delivered to the integrator is known in

the digital domain. The support DAC provides an additional current at the amplifier output, which

charges the integration capacitance. In the ideal case, the operational amplifier does not need

to provide current for the integration of the feedback signal as the required integration current

is delivered by the support DAC. The operational amplifier integrates the input signal and com-

pensates for mismatch between the feedback DAC and the support DAC. Introducing this scheme

results in a circuit as shown in figure 4.14 with the additional requirement that the amplifier is only

capacitively loaded. The resulting integrator transfer function is

Hisupport(s) = −
1 + s (c+1)(d−1)

gbw

s
(4.26)

with the support DAC gain factor d. It can be seen that the influence of c and gbw is canceled if d

equals one. Parasitic capacitances at the amplifier output and OSC based ADC input requires d to

be larger than one. Trimming can be used to achieve best compensation.
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Figure 4.14: Feedback loop with assisted operational amplifier integrator

The second main source of non-idealities is excessive loop-delay (ELD) caused by the OSC based

ADC and the digital processing. The introduction of an additional path around the ADC is a well

known approach to compensate this delay [80]. The oscillator based ADC structure does not

allow the injection of an ELD compensation signal in front of the phase sampler. This leads to the

injection in front of the OSC as shown in figure 4.15. This results in the noise transfer function

NTF2DAC(z) =
2− 4 z−1 + 2 z−2

2 B K(z−2 − z−1) +K(z−2 + z−1) + 2(1− z−1)
(4.27)

=
(1− z−1)2

z−2 K (B + 1
2 ) + z−1( 1

2 K −B K − 1) + 1
, (4.28)

which includes the ELD DAC gain B and the OSC-ADC gain K. Equation 4.28 can be modified to

equal (1− z−1)2 by choosing K equal to one and B equal to − 1
2 . Combining both compensation

techniques improves the stability of the system.

The internal structure of the ADC is analyzed in the next section but some knowledge is required

to select the optimal compensation implementation. The oscillator based ADC is built on a pseudo

Figure 4.15: Signal diagram with excessive loop delay compensation DAC
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Figure 4.16: Feedback loop with ELD compensation and assisted amplifier integrator (compensa-

tion DACs trimable)

differential structure with voltage to current conversion and current controlled oscillators. This

allows the implementation of all DACs in current mode and keeps the circuit overhead small. A

block diagram with both compensation DACs is shown in figure 4.16. Loop delay caused by digital

processing is still present and influences the system behavior. Therefore, the design of the digital

block has to be selected to keep its delay small compared to one clock period.

The introduction of rounding or truncation at the output of the oscillator based ADC adds white

noise to the feedback signal. The feedback signal is not anymore dominated by shaped noise

caused by the OSC based ADC. An alternative truncation approach, which is able to preserve the

noise shaping, is proposed and shown in figure 4.17. The oscillator based ADC is depicted in a

pseudo differential structure. The final output signal is the difference of both ADC paths. The

shown structure employs a truncation of the phase signal. The quantization step size of the phase

Figure 4.17: Proposed truncation in phase domain to preserve noise shaping
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information is reduced to get a single bit output signal. This introduces a truncation error T1/2 to

the signal. The difference of the two single bit output signals results in a 1.5 bit feedback signal.

This feedback signal still contains the noise shaping behavior of the oscillator based ADC. A 1.5 bit

feedback DAC can be realized by a differential DAC with an additional dummy node as shown in

figure 4.18. The shown type of DAC is as inherently linear as a one bit DAC [81].

Figure 4.18: 1.5 bit DAC implementation (digital control of Px and Nx, only one NMOS and only

one PMOS is active in time)
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4.2. Oscillator based ADC

Analog to digital converters based on current or voltage controlled oscillators have attracted in-

creasing attention during the last years [58]. There are different reasons. Firstly, this type of

converter is able to exploit the increased transistor speed in modern CMOS technologies. A sec-

ond reason is the ability to process the signal in time domain, which widely suppresses the effects

of supply voltage reduction. The mainly digital structure is a third advantage of this type of ADC as

it simplifies the implementation and technology porting of the circuit. The operation principle of

oscillator based ADCs is presented in section 2.2.1. A summary of recent publications of this type

of ADC is given in table 2.1.

The overall linearity of an OSC based ADC depends mainly on the linearity of the oscillator tuning

curve. Therefore, a performance measure is required to judge the linearity of the tuning curve,

which allows one to compare the performance of different oscillator cores. The measure has to

fit to the design of oscillator based ADCs. The resolution of an oscillator based ADC depends on

the center frequency, on the used tuning range and on the number of delay elements. The tuning

range can be related to the resolution of the ADC for a given number of delay elements. The

output code C of the ADC for a given frequency fosc can be calculated by

C = 2 N
fosc

fsampling
(4.29)

based on the number of delay elements N and the sampling frequency fsampling. Therefore, the

resolution R of the ADC is given by

fosc_min = fosc_center −
frange

2
(4.30)

fosc_max = fosc_center +
frange

2
(4.31)

Cmin = 2 N
fosc_min
fsampling

(4.32)

Cmax = 2 N
fosc_max
fsampling

(4.33)

R = Cmax − Cmin (4.34)

= 2 N
fosc_max − fosc_min

fsampling
(4.35)

= 2 N
frange
fsampling

(4.36)

The resolution of the ADC is independent of the actual center frequency as can be seen from

equation 4.36. Therefore, the center frequency is selected to achieve the optimal performance.

The non-linearity within the tuning range can be calculated as the maximal difference between

the linear function and the actual tuning curve as shown in figure 4.19. The linear function for a

given tuning range is found by least mean square (LMS) fitting. The maximal non-linearity εmax is

calculated for each center frequency to analyze the behavior for all possible operation points. The

performance measure is given by the minimal εmax that can be achieved.
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Figure 4.19: Non-linearity calculation for one center frequency

4.3. Linearization of ring oscillators

Linearization techniques are required to achieve signal to noise and distortion ratios of more than

50 dB, using CMOS delay elements. Linearization techniques for ring oscillators, based on current

starved delay elements, are presented in this section. While an overview of previous published

techniques is given, the section concentrates on a newly developed linearization scheme for this

type of oscillators.

Chronologically, the first approach is based on feedback. A block representation of this solution is

shown in figure 4.20. The output of the oscillator is used to feed it back to the input, which limits

the input swing of the oscillator. The feedback is introduced by converting the output frequency

into a feedback voltage as published in [82]. The feedback path is a frequency to voltage converter

based on switched capacitor circuits. The overall linearity of this implementation is limited by the

linearity of the frequency to voltage converter. The bandwidth of the feedback loop is limited

by the feedback gain and the output frequency of the oscillator core. Therefore, the presented

approach can only be used for oversampling ADCs. The number of elements of the ring oscillator

must be reduced to increase the loop bandwidth.

Oscillator based ADCs are also widely used within delta-sigma modulators. This type of modulator

uses a similar approach as previously presented. The introduction of an integrator in the forward

path allows one to shape the quantization noise more aggressively. The loop bandwidth can also

be increased if the sampling frequency is higher than the oscillation frequency of the ADC core.
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Figure 4.20: Frequency feedback linearization

Figure 4.21: Linearization by pulse width modulation

Relating the loop bandwidth to the sampling frequency decouples it from the input signal, which

makes it signal independent. Results based on this concept are presented in [51] and [39].

Two other approaches avoid the need of a feedback path. The block diagram of a pulse width

modulation (PWM) concept is depicted in figure 4.21. This way, the analog input signal is converted

into a two level PWM signal. The PWM signal uses only two points within the oscillator transfer

characteristic. It is well known that an ADC using only two input amplitudes is inherently linear.

The time encoded information is converted into digital due to the integration of the input signal.

This approach is presented in [83]. The bandwidth of the input signal has to be limited to below

half of the PWM carrier frequency, which restricts the input frequency range. The carrier power

can be attenuated by the signal transfer function of the OSC based ADC but it still reduces the

maximum signal power. An ADC, using this principle, is presented in [57].

The second strategy without feedback uses a post-processing concept. Digital correction methods

previously used for the non-linearity correction of pipeline ADCs are applied to OSC based ones.

The analog section of this type of ADC can be strongly simplified. The digital section is imple-

mented in 65 nm CMOS and compensates for the introduced non-linearities. The ADC published

in [40] uses 1.5 times the area of the ADC core for the digital calibration unit. Also the digital

power consumption is 1.2 times of the analog one, which illustrates the required complexity. The

large digital circuit block prevents the used of this linearization technique in CMOS technologies

with larger feature size. Additionally, the used calibration approach sets constraints of the input sig-
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nal statistics to be able to extract the correction parameters. Therefore, the use of this linearization

technique for pulse processing systems is limited.

4.3.1. Proposed supply current feedback linearization

The feedback techniques previously presented improve the linearity at the cost of additional circuity

for frequency to voltage conversion or an integrator typically used in delta-sigma modulators. Using

a quantity for feedback, which is implicitly generated by a current starved ring oscillator, allows one

to save circuit area. It is also beneficial to increase the speed of the regulation loop.

The power consumption of digital circuits in CMOS technologies is mostly dominated by the energy

required to charge or discharge a load capacitance. An ideal CMOS inverter consists of two MOS

devices that behave like switches. If the supply voltage is smaller than twice the threshold voltage,

only one of the two switches is closed at any time. The input capacitance of the following circuit

is the load capacitance of the inverter. The power consumption of this inverter can be expressed

by

P = V ∗ I = V 2 ∗ Cload ∗ fswitch (4.37)

with the supply voltage V , the load capacitance Cload and the switching frequency fswitch. In most

applications, it can be assumed that the supply voltage as well as the load capacitance remains con-

stant. Equation 4.37 simplifies in this case to a proportionality between power consumption and

switching frequency. It can also be expressed as a proportionality between current consumption

and switching frequency as the supply voltage is assumed to be constant. Using CMOS inverters

in a ring oscillator results in a switching frequency fswitch, which equals the oscillation frequency

fosc of the ring oscillator. Each element of a ring oscillator contributes to the overall power con-

sumption. This results in the power consumption

P = V 2 ∗ Cload ∗ fosc ∗N (4.38)

of a ring oscillator with N elements. The given relation can be exploited to linearize the tuning

curve of the oscillator.

Two different regulation loops are possible to use the power-frequency relation. The following

regulation loop examples setup a current controlled oscillator. The same principle can also be used

to build up voltage controlled oscillators by adding a voltage to current conversion in front of

the regulation loop. The conversion can be done by a series resistor if the current input provides

sufficient low input impedance.

One implementation option is based on the measurement of the current consumption of the os-

cillator as shown in figure 4.22. The supply current of the oscillator ISENSE is measured and

compared to the input current IINPUT . The tuning voltage VTUNE is changed depending on the

relation between these two currents. This way the current consumption is kept equal to the input

current. Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure the supply current of the oscillator without
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Figure 4.22: Proposed current measurement control loop [84]

introducing a voltage drop. It is important to keep the voltage drop signal independent to avoid

non-linearities. This approach is well suited for designs including a voltage regulator. In this case

the current consumption of the oscillator can be extracted within the voltage regulator without

effecting the output voltage.

An alternative regulation loop can be used if no voltage regulator is included. In this case, the input

current is equal to the supply current of the oscillator as shown in figure 4.23. Only the voltage

across the oscillator VSENSE can vary as the supply current of the oscillator is already defined.

Therefore a differential amplifier is used to compare VSENSE with a constant reference voltage

VREFERENCE . The output of the amplifier controls the tuning voltage VTUNE of the oscillator.

As there is a proportionality between the power consumption and the output frequency, both

regulation loops are able to suppress the non-linear relation between VTUNE and the output

frequency by the loop gain.

The performance of the proposed regulation approaches depends on the linearity of the relation

between oscillation frequency and current consumption. A detailed analysis of different oscillator

cores and delay element types is given in section 4.3.2. A ring oscillator based ADC with current

starved delay elements is implemented to prove the concept. The circuit structure and measure-

ment results are reported in section 5.1.
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Figure 4.23: Proposed current measurement control loop [84], ©[2014] IEEE [34]

Figure 4.24: Current starving delay element

4.3.2. Analysis of ring oscillator cores

Different side effects cause changes of the supply current. The current starving delay element,

which is widely used in CMOS ring oscillators, is depicted in figure 4.24. The current limiting

devices P0 and N0 do not behave like current sources due to strong variations of the drain-source

voltages. The operation regions of the devices are analyzed to get a clear understanding of the

circuit behavior.
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Input P0 P1 N0 N1

VSS triode triode triode off

VDD triode off triode triode

Table 4.1: Device operation regions in the static case

The transistor operation regions in the static high or low state are listed in table 4.1. A transient

simulation is used to visualize the switching behavior. The simulation of the four voltage nodes

inside of the delay element is shown in figure 4.25 for two different delay times. The voltage

waveforms are very similar while rise, fall and delay times are different. The change of the drain

voltage of N0 during rise of the input is expected. It is also visible that the drain voltage of P0 varies,

which indicates that a short circuit current flows. The transistor operation regions are shown in

figure 4.26 for a rising input signal. The short circuit current starts flowing when N1 enters the

Figure 4.25: Node voltages during switching - top: long delay, bottom: short delay
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Figure 4.26: Transistor operation regions (BSIM3v3) during switching from low to high - the

region code is shown on the y-axis - top: long delay, bottom: short delay

sub-threshold region and stops when P1 enters the off region. The duration of the short circuit

current flow depends on the element delay as expected from the voltage waveforms. For the ideal

inverter, the amount of charges required to change the output from high to low is constant and

depends only on the supply voltage and load capacitance.

A second effect can be observed on the bottom waveform of figure 4.25. The drain of P0 exceeds

the supply voltage for a short period of time during the rise of the input of the delay element.

This effect is caused by the gate-source and gate-drain capacitances of P1 and influences the short

circuit current. A simulation using simplified device models was setup to analyze this effect. These

transistor models were implemented in VerilogA adding the ability to change the coupling capaci-

tances between gate and source or drain. Simulation results with different coupling capacitances

CPP and CPN are shown in figure 4.27. The load capacitance CLOAD is modified to keep the

input capacitance of each delay element constant, independent of the value of CPN and CPP .

The coupling capacitance CPP causes an overshoot at the output due to the fast rising input. On

one hand, this overshoot reduces the voltage across P0 during switching of the input from low to

high. The short circuit current across P0 is therefore suppressed. On the other hand, the waveform
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Figure 4.27: Delay element behavior for coupling capacitors equal to 0 fF and 3 fF

shows an increased amount of charges flowing across P1. The additional charges flow directly

through N1 and N0 to VSS as the load capacitance of the delay element is constant. This current

is also a short circuit current but depends on the coupling between the gate and source of P1. It

depends, therefore, also on the rise time of the input and increases with decreased rise time. This

coupling effect limits the linearity of the ring oscillator for higher frequencies. The same effect can

be detected for the falling input signal in combination with CPN .

The current to frequency relation of a current starved ring oscillator is depicted in figure 4.28. The

effect of short circuit current can be visually detected at lower frequencies. The coupling effect has

smaller influences and is, therefore, not directly visible. The non-linearity of the current starved

ring oscillator for three different tuning ranges is shown in figure 4.29 based on the previously

introduced figure of merit. The output swing is selected to achieve four, five and six bits of resolu-

tion in Nyquist operation. The maximal linearity error across the selected center frequency is given

relative to one unit delay. One unit delay is equivalent to one LSB in an oscillator based ADC. The

linearity has to be well below one LSB to construct high linearity oversampling ADCs with noise

shaping. The given results show that a linearity error of below 0.1 LSB can be achieved for 6 bits

Nyquist operation. Increasing the resolution of the ADC to 9.3 bit by oversampling, results in an

maximal non-linearity error below 1 LSB.

4.3.2.1. Improved delay elements

Reducing the short circuit current and the coupling effect allows to design ring oscillators with

improved linearity. Different optimized delay element types are presented in the following. The

linearity analysis of these elements was partly derived in [85].

The short circuit current increases for low oscillation frequencies as the rise time decreases. A

buffer, which is introduced at the input of the delay element, allows the generation of an input rise
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time that is widely independent of the oscillation frequency. The schematic diagram of such a cell is

shown in figure 4.30. The current consumption of the buffer is excluded from the current feedback

signal. While the buffer generates a more constant input rise and fall time, it also introduces a delay.

The supply current to frequency relation is given by

tdmain = α
V Cload
Isupply

(4.39)

fosc =
1

2 N

1

tdmain + tdbuffer
(4.40)

= Isupply
1

2 N

1

Isupply tdbuffer + α V Cload
(4.41)

with the supply voltage V , the load capacitance Cload, the supply current Isupply, the number of

delay elements N and the delay of the buffer tdbuffer. The additional parameter α accounts for

the effect that the following delay starts switching before the current element reaches the supply

rails. It can be seen that the linearity of the current to frequency relation is reduced if tdbuffer or

Isupply increases. Therefore, the introduced buffer improves the linearity only for low oscillation

frequencies.

Another way to reduce the short circuit current is a break-before-make approach. This type of delay

element uses additional inputs to control the inverter short circuit current. The second input signal

is an earlier version of the actual input signal. It is used to break the output path before switching

to the inverted output. This can be done by multiplexers as shown in figure 4.31. The multiplexers

are implemented as transmission gates to not influence the input signal. Another option is the

introduction of additional series transistors as shown in figure 4.32. The selection, which input is

used for the break operation and which one carries the actual signal is important and is analyzed in

a next step. The required input signal to control the break path is generated by connections across

several delay elements as depicted in figure 4.33. Buffering of the additional input signal is applied
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Figure 4.29: Linearity measure, as presented in section 4.2, versus center frequency for different

ADC resolutions

to sharpen the edge as well as lower the load capacitance of the delay elements. The additional

buffer does not influence the overall performance as long as the edge on the second input arrives

faster than the edge of the main one. The break-before-make delay elements suppress the short

circuit current, flowing directly from VDD to ground, compared to the current starving element

effectively.

The multiplexer based solution shows a disadvantage during switching of input2. The multiplexer

switches while the voltage between input1 and input2 is not equal. This leads to a current flowing

across the transmission gate based multiplexer as shown in figure 4.34a for the rising edge case.

This current can be suppressed by an additional input, which switches the multiplexer before input2

Figure 4.30: Delay element with input buffering
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Figure 4.31: Multiplexer based delay element with two inputs

changes. A possible implementation is depicted in figure 4.34b but this solution increases the

required oscillator wiring.

The simulation based linearity analysis of the circuit, shown in figure 4.32, is done in [85]. In

contrast to [85], the behavior of this circuit depends mainly on the parasitic capacitances. These

capacitances influence the linearity, while the direct short circuit current is suppressed by the break-

before-make scheme. There are different wiring options: The break signal can switch the outer

transistor pair and the actual ring signal controls the inner one or vice versa. An additional option

is to move the current limiting devices directly to the supply rails. The influence of this modification

to the overall linearity is small. The timing of the switch control is shown in figure 4.35.

If input1 is changed before input2, no charge sharing effect takes place. The direct short circuit

current from VDD to ground is blocked. The parasitic capacitances CPV 1/2 are connected to VDD

Figure 4.32: Delay element with two inputs for break before make
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Figure 4.33: Ring oscillator structure for break before make

at the falling edge of the input1 signal. The inner pair of devices switches at the falling edge of

the main signal (input2). At this point, some charges flow from CLOAD to CPG1/2 as both inner

devices are conducting. The actual amount of charges depends on the slope of input2, which

introduces a signal dependent component. The parasitic capacitances CPG1/2 are discharged to

ground at the next rising edge of input1.

The behavior changes if input2 is used as break signal. Charge sharing between CPV 1/2 and

CLOAD takes place if input2 is switching from high to low. There is also a small amount of

charges flowing directly from CPV 1/2 to ground while both inner devices are conducting. Input2

can be buffered to make this amount of charges signal independent. The buffering does not

change the oscillation frequency as input2 is used as break signal. The designer has to take care

that the voltage variation across CLOAD, due to charge sharing, does not trigger the following

inverter. The output changes to high at the falling edge of input1 and both CPV 1/2 and CLOAD
are charged. Using this control scheme, the parasitic capacitances CPV 1/2 and CPG1/2 add to the

load capacitance. A short circuit current flows if input2 switches, but this amount of charge is

small and can be made signal independent.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.34: Multiplexer delay element - (a) switching current flow at rising edge of input2, (b)

three input version
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.35: Delay element timing diagram - (a) main signal at input1, (b) main signal at input2,

©[2014] IEEE [34]

In order to verify the simulations results, an ASIC with different types of delay elements was pro-

duced and the measurement results are reported in section 5.2.

4.3.2.2. Single side tuning

All previously presented delay elements use NMOS and PMOS devices for tuning. The elements

were designed to provide equal rise and fall times, which requires different sizing for NMOS and

PMOS. The discussed charge sharing effect has a strong influence if the output rises. A falling

edge at input2 of figure 4.35a in combination with large parasitic capacitances of the PMOS tun-

ing device can lead to a voltage step at the delay element output, which triggers the following

element. Increasing the output capacitance is not the optimal solution as it reduces the oscillation

frequency.

The use of only NMOS tuning devices can circumvent this problem as the N-type device can be

made smaller than the P-type one for the same on-resistance. Single side tuning also allows the

simplification of the regulation loop design. Tuning only one type of devices leads to different delay

times of the elements depending on the input signal, which in turn influences the quantization

error of the oscillator based ADC. The rms phase quantization error of a n element ring oscillator

can be calculated by

εphase =
1√
12

2π

2n
, (4.42)

applying equation 3.49 to the phase sampling circuit. The quantization error εq is further increased

by a factor of
√

2 due to the phase difference calculation at the ADC output, which will be discussed

more detailed in section 4.4.

εq =
√

2 εphase (4.43)

=
1√
6

2π

2n
(4.44)

Equation 4.44 is different to equation 6 of [58], which also includes the oversampling ratio of the

ADC. The difference is caused by the Taylor-Series approximation used in [58], which is only valid

for high oversampling ratios. The relation between the element delay of a rising and a falling

output can be defined as

α =
tdRISE

tdRISE + tdFALL
. (4.45)
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Figure 4.36: Quantization error (rms) versus α, which is the relation between the rise and fall

delay of the ring elements, ©[2014] IEEE [34]

Four different cases have to be reviewed to analyze the quantization noise effect of single-side

tuning. The probability of these cases depends on the delay relation α.

1. The phase difference is measured between two rising edges (probability: α2)

2. The phase difference is measured between a rising and a falling edge (probability: α (1−α))

3. The phase difference is measured between a falling and a rising edge (probability: (1−α) α)

4. The phase difference is measured between two falling edges (probability: (1− α)2)

Also, the rms phase quantization error is influenced by α as the error is reduced if the element

delay is reduced. The phase quantization error in radiant rms can be expressed as

εRISE = α
2π√
12 n

(4.46)

εFALL = (1− α)
2π√
12 n

(4.47)

Combining εRISE and εFALL with the probability of the four different cases leads to

(ε∗q)
2 =

2π2

3 n2
(1 + 3(α− 1)α), (4.48)

which is visualized in figure 4.36 for a 21 element ring oscillator. The result equals the previously

reported values in case that α equals 0.5. The extreme values 0 and 1 of α lead to an increase

of the quantization error by a factor of two, which is equal to the loss of one bit. Typical tuning

ranges will not touch these extreme values. The optimal single side tuning result can be achieved

if α equals 0.5 at the free running frequency of the oscillator.
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4.3.3. Oscillation modes of ring oscillators

The previous sections discuss different types of ring oscillators and assume that all of these oscilla-

tors are running at a certain oscillation frequency defined by twice the unit delay times the number

of delay elements. The requirements for oscillation as well as the different possible oscillation

modes are reviewed in this section.

A necessary but not sufficient criteria for oscillation is the Barkhausen criteria [86]. Oscillation can

take place in a circuit as shown in figure 4.37 with a gain element A and a feedback network H

if

A H(jω0) = 1 (4.49)

at frequencies ω0. CMOS ring oscillators are highly non-linear delay elements, which makes it

more complicated to derive values for the gain A and the feedback system H. One approach is to

separate the gain of the delay elements from the phase shift introduced by these elements. The

output voltage of a CMOS ring oscillator is limited by the supply voltage, which leads to different

gain values of the elements depending on the input voltage. The ideal phase shift of the system

would be π per element, which results to a total phase shift of n times π for the whole ring at

DC. The real phase shift of each element is slightly higher due to the propagation delay of each

element. Using the propagation delay of one element td allows to rewrite the criteria to

A∗(ω0) ejn(ω0td+π) = 1 (4.50)

It can be seen that equation 4.50 is fulfilled for multiple values of ω0. The gain A∗ is a non-linear

function of the frequency. It is nearly constant for low-frequencies as the supply voltage limits

the output voltage and decreases for high frequencies. This gives an upper limit of the number

of possible oscillation modes. The phase shift versus frequency simulation result of a chain of 21

minimum size delay elements is shown in figure 4.38 to illustrate this behavior. The higher order

oscillation modes can also be explained by multiple edges running inside of the ring. This gives an

intuitive feeling that the probability of a higher order oscillation increases with the number of delay

elements. The order of the oscillation mode reduces if the delay between two edges decreases

until they remove each other. The delay between two edges is only influenced by high frequency

noise, which can lead to very long durations until the ring switches down to the minimal oscillation

frequency.

Figure 4.37: Linear model of an oscillator
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Figure 4.38: Phase shift of a 21 delay element chain versus frequency (simulation results)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.39: Nine element break before make ring structure

The behavior becomes more complex with the introduction of multi-input delay elements. The

additional paths can lead to several stable oscillation modes at higher frequencies [87]. A ring

oscillator with break before make structure is shown in figure 4.39a. This oscillator can be redrawn

as shown in figure 4.39b. It can be clearly seen that the resulting structure consists of three coupled

oscillators. The result is very intuitive for 9 delay elements as three rings appears but a structure of

coupled oscillators is also generated by all other numbers of delay elements.

The start-up behavior of the oscillator defines the current oscillation mode. The mode selection

is influenced by different noise sources and mismatch. The probability of the different modes can

be influenced by the circuit structure. Simulations show that stable oscillation can occur within

sub-rings of the oscillator. The coupling synchronizes the oscillation between the sub-rings but still

allows stable oscillation in these modes. Additional reset circuits can be used to force oscillation

within the intended mode. An example of such a circuit is shown in figure 4.40. The reset circuit

should open all switches simultaneously. The node ph[5] is forced low even though both delay
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element input are low as well, which causes a constant current consumption within the reset

phase. This current is limited by the tuning transistor and is lower than the current consumption

during operation. The circuit implementation presented in section 5.3 uses this type of reset circuit

to suppress unwanted oscillation modes.

Figure 4.40: Reset circuit for oscillator ring based on break-before-make elements

4.4. Phase sampling circuits

The phase sampling circuit is used to quantize the current phase of the oscillator. Sampling errors

caused by this circuit are first order noise shaped. Inverter based buffers are typically used to

drive the inputs of the phase sampling circuit. These buffers reduce the rise and fall times of

the oscillator outputs, which in turn relaxes the requirements of the phase sampler. Latch based

comparators or even flip-flops can be used for sampling. The phase has to be decoded according

to the needs of the application. It is necessary to convert it into a binary representation in most

cases. This circuit block can consume a significant amount of the overall power of the ADC, which

also depends on the used sampling scheme. Modern CMOS technologies are able to reduce the

power consumption of the decoding circuit significantly. One important parameter is the sampling

frequency, which is influenced by the used phase sampling circuit. It has to be ensured that the

phase shift between two samples can definitely be calculated. Three different phase sampling

circuits are presented in the following. The first two circuits are briefly explained as they are known

from the literature. The proposed third circuit will be analyzed in detail.

Oscillator based ADCs inside of delta-sigma modulators require a simple and fast decoding tech-

nique within the modulator loop. An XOR based scheme is reported in [39] and depicted in figure

4.41. The output bits of the oscillator are saved to a register and exclusive-or (XOR) connected to

the previous output bits. The number of ones given from the XOR outputs is equal to the number

of phase shifts between the two samples. One important advantage of this scheme is the inher-

ited data-weighted-averaging (DWA) of the output bits. This allows the connection of the output

bits directly to a unit element based feedback DAC of a delta-sigma modulator, while the DAC
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Figure 4.41: Phase sampling circuit for high sampling frequencies, ©[2008] IEEE [39]

mismatch is averaged. The output data must be encoded to binary for direct output or further

processing. One limitation of this type of sampler is the minimal sampling frequency, which has to

be greater than twice the oscillation frequency.

Another type of sampler, which relaxes the sampling frequency by a factor of two compared to

the XOR-decoding is shown in figure 4.42. Again the current phase output is saved to a register.

In this approach, the phase is directly encoded into a binary representation. The phase difference

is calculated based on the binary encoded phase information. The difference calculation has to

account for overflows of the phase output. The phase encoding to binary can be realized in

different ways. One option is to invert every second phase signal and to count the number of ones.

Another solution is to encode the phase information into a one-hot representation followed by a

classical one-hot to binary encoder as used in flash ADCs [88]. Both circuit structures are depicted

in figure 4.43.

The presented single-bit sampling circuits are synthesized for a ring oscillator with a minimal unit

delay of 160 ps, using between 5 and 41 delay elements. The UMC mixed mode 180 nm CMOS

technology, in combination with the digital standard cell library from Faraday Technology Corpo-

ration, is used for power consumption simulations of these circuits. Figure 4.44 plots the power

consumption versus minimal sampling frequency. It can be seen that the power consumption of

the XOR-sampling circuit is quite constant across the sampling frequency. This can be explained as

the number of flip-flops within this circuit scales inversely proportional with the sampling frequency

and the power consumption of a single flip-flop scales proportional with the sampling frequency.

The power consumption of the other two sampling circuits is very similar for low sampling frequen-

cies. It is much lower than for XOR-sampling as the number of flip-flops as well as the switching

activity is reduced. The XOR-decoding is more power efficient in case that the number of delay
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Figure 4.42: Phase sampling circuit with binary encoding

(a) (b)

Figure 4.43: Phase encoding circuits
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Figure 4.44: Simulated power consumption of the sampling circuits versus minimal sampling

frequency
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Figure 4.45: Number of equivalent gates of the sampling circuits versus minimal sampling fre-

quency

elements is small and the sampling frequency is high. In this case, the binary encoding does not

provide a significant bit width reduction.

The number of equivalent gates as an indicator of the circuit size of the three sampling circuits

is plotted in figure 4.45. A difference in gate count can be clearly seen for low sampling rates

between the XOR-decoding and the other two circuits. The results are similar for high sampling

rates.

The restriction on the sampling frequency of the ADC is a drawback of the presented types of

decoding circuits. In case of a constant gate delay, the sampling frequency can only be reduced

by enlarging the oscillator ring, which increases the circuit area as shown. Sampling frequencies

below the oscillator frequency can be achieved by multi-bit sampling as proposed in [50]. The use

of counters at each oscillator output instead of flip-flops enables the reduction of the sampling

frequency while keeping the ring small. An example circuit is shown in figure 4.46.
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Figure 4.46: Multi bit phase sampler [50]

The combination of single-bit sampling with direct phase encoding and counting of the oscillator

round trips is proposed to implement an area efficient and power saving multi-bit sampler [89, 90].

Due to the multi-bit operation, the proposed sampling circuit is able to sample the phase of an

oscillator running at higher frequencies than the sampling frequency. In contrast to the multi-

counter implementation, only a very small part of the digital logic has to operate at oscillator

frequency, while the main decoding circuits use the slower sampling frequency. The proposed

sampling circuit is shown in figure 4.47.

It consists of two main parts. The first is the round-trip counter and a register. This counter adds

up the number of round-trips during one sampling period. The register saves the counter value

with a delay of a half oscillator period.

The second part are the sampling registers and encoding. The current phase as well as the current

counter value and the additional counter register are sampled at the rising edge of the sampling

clock. The counter value and its delayed version are saved to two registers. The input signals

of these registers change during the rising and falling edge of phi[3], respectively. One of the

registers could be affected by timing violations depending on the timing relative to the sampling

clock. The sampled phi[0] signal is used to select the register, which had stable input signals during

sampling. In case that the counter register output is used, the previously introduced delay has to be

compensated by adding one to the register output if the sampled phi[3] equals one. This approach

compensates also delay mismatches between the phase sampling register and the counter. Timing

mismatches up to a fourth of the oscillator period can be handled this way. In the last step, the
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Figure 4.47: Proposed phase sampling and decoding circuit (phase difference calculation ex-

cluded) [89, 90]

counter and the phase outputs are combined to one output value. The counter output has to be

multiplied by 2N and added to the phase output where N is the number of phases of the oscillator.

In case of differential ring oscillators with 2k delay elements, the multiplication simplifies to a shift

operation and the following adder is replaced by concatenation. The difference between two

consecutive values is calculated to generate the final ADC output code. The difference calculation

has to handle overflows of the phase value.

In contrast to former published circuits for multi-bit phase sampling only one counter is used. The

counter can be implemented in synchronous logic using full-adder gates and D-flip-flops as well

as a chain of toggle flip-flops. The power consumption of the toggle flip-flop structure is lower

but at the cost of increased circuit delay. Therefore, the synchronous logic is preferred in most

cases. The counter is the only part of the circuit operated at the oscillator output frequency while

all other gates are clocked by the sampling frequency. This results in a significant reduction of

power consumption as visualized in figure 4.48 compared to figure 4.44. The power consumption

increases with the number of delay elements. In this figure, the phase sampler is equivalent to a

single bit sampler if the number of delay elements exceeds 63. The non-monotonous behavior of

the power consumption across the number of delay elements is based on changes of the required
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Figure 4.48: Simulated power consumption versus number of delay elements of figure 4.47 using

a fixed sampling clock of 50 MHz and a unit delay of 160 ps in a UMC 180 nm CMOS technology
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Figure 4.49: Gate count versus number of delay elements for a fixed sampling clock of 50 MHz

and a unit delay of 160 ps in a UMC 180 nm CMOS technology

bit width of the phase encoder and counter. The power consumption can be reduced by more

than 50 % if the number of delay elements is strongly reduced compared to a single-bit sampler.

This is also valid for the circuit area and gate count of the sampler as shown in figure 4.49.

Further reductions of area and size can be achieved by using more advanced CMOS technologies.

Oscillator based ADCs are mainly built on digital circuits, which scales very well with technology

shrinking. The presented multi-bit sampler, using a 21 delay element ring oscillator, is used to

illustrate this behavior. The area and power consumption of this circuit across different technology

nodes are plotted in figure 4.50 and 4.51, respectively.
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Figure 4.50: Circuit size estimation based on standard cell raw densities [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,

97, 98]
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Figure 4.51: Estimated power consumption versus technology node of the proposed sampler

using 21 phase signals [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98] - Using standard VT devices and 1.1 V

(40 nm), 1.2 V (65 nm - 130 nm) and 1.8 V (180 nm) supply voltages
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5. Circuit implementations

This section presents three different circuit implementations. All circuits are designed for the

UMC 180nm Mixed-Mode CMOS technology and a supply voltage of 1.8 V. The first implemen-

tation is done as a prove of concept design to verify the linearization technique introduced in

section 4.3.1. The second chip is used to evaluate the linearity of different ring oscillator types as

presented in section 4.3.2. The combination of all results is applied to design the third implemen-

tation, which is a differential oscillator based ADC using optimized ring oscillator cells and sampler

structures.

5.1. Prove of concept: Single-ended OSC based ADC

5.1.1. Circuit architecture

The implemented regulation approach defines the current consumption of the oscillator. The oscil-

lator is tuned to achieve a constant voltage drop across it. The simplified circuit diagram is shown

in figure 5.1. A cascoding transistor is added to the input mirror to ensure equal drain source

voltages across both devices of the mirror. The tuning voltage for the PMOS devices is generated

by a diode connected transistor and a NMOS current source. Both devices match the respective

devices inside of the delay elements. The oscillator core is depicted in figure 5.2. It is based on 11

current starved delay elements as previously presented in section 4.3.2. Additional inverters buffer

the phase signal to decouple the sampling circuit from the ring oscillator. The phase of the oscil-

lator is sampled by flip-flops. An additional counter and two sampling registers are implemented.

This allows the ADC to handle sampling frequencies below the frequency of the oscillator as re-

Figure 5.1: Simplified ADC schematic
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Figure 5.2: Implemented ring oscillator structure

Figure 5.3: Implemented symmetrical OTA

ported in section 4.4. The counter is implemented in a 5 bit synchronous architecture. The three

amplifiers are designed identical using a symmetrical OTA structure as shown in figure 5.3. The

compensation capacitors of the amplifiers differ to adapt the bandwidth and to ensure stability of

the three feedback loops.
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Figure 5.4: ADC layout

The layout of the ADC is shown in figure 5.4. The different circuit blocks are marked. Decoupling is

added to stabilize the power supply voltage. The overall circuit occupies an area of 125x515 µm2,

while it is not size optimized.

5.1.2. Measurement results

The sampling frequency was set to 50 MHz for all measurements. The reference voltage was set

to 200 mV, which causes a voltage drop of 1.6 V across the oscillator using 1.8 V supply voltage.

The transfer curve of the oscillator based ADC is shown in figure 5.5. It is measured by applying a

piecewise constant input voltage ramp. The output codes are averaged across each input voltage

step to suppress DC pattern noise, which is well known for first order delta-sigma modulators with

DC input [66]. The linearity error is calculated from the transfer curve for different output swings

and mean input currents. The resulting linearity measure is depicted in figure 5.6 as previously

defined in section 4.2.

The measured tuning curve for piecewise constant input signals is very similar to the supply current

to frequency relation of a current starved ring oscillator, which is shown in figure 4.28. The strong

non-linearity of the tuning curve above 400 µA input current is caused by swing limitations of

the regulation loop. It can be shown that the remaining non-linearity is dominated by the supply

current to frequency relation of the ring oscillator. The operation of the sampling circuit, which

is proposed in section 4.4, could be verified for sampling frequencies below the frequency of the

oscillator core.

Measurements applying dynamic input currents can not be done using the implemented circuit

architecture. The bandwidth of the regulation loop amplifier limits the operation of this ADC to low

frequency input signals. Strong tonal behavior is detected for these input signals, which removes

the noise shaping properties. This issue is addressed by the redesign presented in section 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: Measured ADC transfer curve
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Figure 5.6: Maximal non-linearity versus mean input current for different swings as defined in

section 4.2. The input current is scaled down internal to simplify the measurements
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5.2. Optimized CMOS ring oscillator cores

5.2.1. Circuit architecture

An ASIC with four different types of ring oscillators was designed. The circuit structure and opera-

tion of the delay elements is presented in section 4.3.2. The different oscillators are

1. Oscillator with 41 buffered delay elements as depicted in figure 4.30. (OSC1)

2. Oscillator with 41 current starved delay elements as depicted in figure 4.24. (OSC2)

3. Oscillator with 41 delay elements using break before make switching, based on multiplexers,

with three inputs as shown in figure 5.7. The multiplexers are realized using pass transistors,

only. On one hand, this implementation reduces the load capacitance increase due to the

multiplexer. On the other hand, the use of pass-transistors slows down the final settling

and, therefore, limits the performance. The selection signal is generated by a delayed and

buffered version of the delay element output signal. (OSC3)

4. Oscillator with 21 delay elements using break before make switching as depicted in figure

4.32. The inner pair of MOS devices is used for the main signal, while the outer pair is

controlled to avoid short circuit current. The output frequency of this ring oscillator is divided

by two to ease the measurements. (OSC4)

Section 4.3.2 reports an improved version of OSC4, which uses the outer pair of MOS devices for

the main signal. This ASIC does not implement this improved version because it was developed

after tape-out [85].

Figure 5.7: Multiplexer based delay element
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Figure 5.8: PMOS biasing circuit

The bias voltage for the PMOS current limiting devices is derived from the a current mirrored version

of the NMOS as shown in figure 5.8. The biasing transistors use the same length and width as the

limiting devices inside of the delay elements.

5.2.2. Measurement results

The measurements of the supply current to frequency relations are done by applying a piecewise

constant input voltage sweep from 0 V to 1.8 V at the gate of the NMOS bias transistors (biasn).

The input voltage is generated by a source measurement unit. The output frequencies and supply

currents of the oscillator cores are recorded. The frequency measurement is done using a 1 GHz

bandwidth oscilloscope with measurement function. The mean value of 2000 measurements per

input step is recorded. The supply voltage is generated by a source measurement unit, which is

also used for the supply current measurement. The current measurement uses an averaging filter

across 10 power line cycles to acquire the current consumption for each input step.

Figure 5.9 depicts the measured supply current to frequency relations. The tuning curve of the

current starved oscillator is shown in a separate graph as the tuning range of this oscillator is twice

as wide as the tuning range of the other ones. The sizing of the biasing transistors is the same

for all circuits. The difference of the oscillation frequency at the maximal NMOS bias voltage of

1.8 V is based on the circuit structure. The maximal output frequency of OSC1 is below OSC2

due to the delay introduced by the buffers in front of each delay element. The pass transistors

used in OSC3 add a resistance between the delay element output and the gate capacitance of the

following delay element. This RC combination delays the input signal and reduces, therefore, the

maximal output frequency of OSC3 compared to OSC2. OSC4 uses six devices in series to build

up one delay element, which reduces the voltage drop across the biasing transistors. Therefore,

the switching current for a given tuning voltage (biasn) is lower than for OSC2. Even if the tuning

range of the current starved cell is wider, the current consumption at a certain output frequency
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Figure 5.9: Measured supply current frequency relation - left: OSC2, right: OSC1,OSC3,OSC4
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Figure 5.10: Linearity error of the supply current frequency relation - left: OSC2, right:

OSC1,OSC3,OSC4

is similar to the other implementations, which shows that the load capacitance of the improved

delay elements is not significantly increased by the modifications.

The deviation of the frequency from a linear relation between supply current and output frequency

is depicted in figure 5.10. The linear relation is obtained by least-mean-square fitting of a linear

function to the measured tuning curve. The different scaling of the y-axes emphasizes the linearity

improvement. The linearity error in the number of phase steps is shown in figure 5.11 to evaluate

the achievable linearity within an oscillator based ADC. The measurements of OSC1, the buffered

delay element, and OSC3, the multiplexer based delay element, show the best results. The linearity

of OSC1 is reduced at higher frequencies due to the additional delay of the buffers. The linearity

reduction of OSC3 at higher frequencies could be verified by simulations. It is introduced by an

overlapping of two of the three input signals, which should be avoided. The linearity performance

of OSC4 is better than OSC2, but worst than expected. A detailed analysis identified that short

circuit current is generated due to the used interconnection scheme. This can be compensated by

exchanging input1 and input2 of the delay elements as explained in section 4.3.2.1 on page 82.
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Figure 5.11: Non-linearity measure versus center frequency for different output swings, as de-

fined in section 4.2
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5.3. Differential VCO based ADC

The results from the previous chapters are used to implement an oscillator based ADC. The ADC

uses a pseudo-differential structure to suppress common mode interferences. The ASIC implements

three ADC cores. One with a direct current input, the second with a pseudo differential voltage

to current converter and the third uses a fully differential voltage to current converter. The ASIC is

called VKR_VCO02T. It includes several configuration bits to provide a wide range of flexibility and

testability.

5.3.1. Circuit architecture

The block diagram of the device is depicted in figure 5.12. The configuration register is used to

select the ADC under test, while the other two are set to power down. The bias input (not drawn

in the block diagram) and the digital output pads are shared by all ADCs.

Figure 5.12: Block diagram of VKR_VCO02T

5.3.1.1. Current controlled oscillator

The implemented delay cell is shown in figure 5.13. It is based on the break-before make cells

presented in section 4.3.2. The inner pair of devices is used for the break signal, while the outer

pair is the actual main loop signal. This configuration is used to further improve the linearity
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Figure 5.13: Delay cell used in VKR_VCO02T

compared to the measurement results reported in section 5.2. The oscillator core consists of 21

elements. The output (OUT) of one element is connected to the input (IN) of the next element.

The break output (BREAK_OUT) of one element is connected to the break input (BREAK_IN) of the

fourth next element. The timing delay between the BREAK_IN and the IN signal is defined by

tdBREAK_IN−IN = 2(tdRISE + tdFALL(x)− tdINV ) (5.1)

using the delay of one element with rising output (tdRISE ), of one element with falling output

(tdFALL) and the delay of one inverter (tdINV ). The parameter x depends on the current tuning

voltage (TUNE). It can be seen that break-before-make operation is ensured if tdRISE > tdINV ,

which is given by design of the buffers. The buffers are supplied by VDD_BUF, which is not included

in the supply current regulation loop. The delay elements use only N-type devices for tuning, which

is previously discussed in section 4.3.2.2. The required tuning signal is generated by the regulation

loop shown in figure 5.14. The PMOS current source supplies the VCO as well as the regulation

path. This source is implemented by 8 parallel and switchable devices, suppling 10 µA each, which

allows the selection of the free running frequency of the oscillator during measurements. The

regulation path consumes 10 µA. The ring oscillator input TUNE is driven to keep the voltage

at the ITUNE input constant. The gain of the loop is mainly defined by the voltage to current

conversion of the ring oscillator and the properties of the cascoding PMOS device. The dominant

pole is placed at the TUNE input of the ring, while the non-dominant pole is at the ITUNE node.

Up to 6 MIM capacitors of 500 fF each can be connected to the dominant pole depending on the

configuration bits of the ASIC. This approach allows the implementation of one regulation loop

for the three different ADCs since the parasitic capacitance of the ITUNE node is not the same

for them. The stability of the regulation loop is analyzed in simulations by monitoring the tuning

voltage response to a input current step at ITUNE.
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The phase sampling circuit uses standard cell D-flip-flops for phase sampling and a four bits counter.

The binary encoding of the phase signal is included to reduce the number of digital pins. Further

signal processing is done off-chip.

5.3.1.2. Voltage to current conversion

One ADC is directly connected to the input pads, while the other two are connected to voltage

to current conversion circuits. The low-resistance current input of the first ADC can be used to

connect external resistors or current sources directly. The parasitic capacitances of the test board

limit the regulation loop performance of this ADC.

Available high resistive poly resistors would limit the linearity to worse than -50 dB THD due to the

voltage dependent resistance variation of these devices. Therefore, low-ohmic poly resistors with

a square resistance of 125 Ohm are used for the implementation. The second ADC uses a pseudo

differential voltage to current conversion based on the single-ended version shown in figure 5.15.

This circuit creates a low-resistive node by means of a gain boosted cascode transistor. The actual

conversion is done by a resistor. The pseudo differential architecture makes this circuit sensitive to

common mode input signals. The input common mode level is defined by the threshold voltage

of the NMOS amplifier transistors. The common mode output current of the voltage to current

converter can be measured by the ADC and has to be compensated using the configuration bits

of the ADC.

The third ADC uses a fully differential voltage to current conversion, which is depicted in figure

5.16. Low-resistive nodes are also created by this circuit but a feed forward structure is used

Figure 5.14: Linearization feedback loop, ©[2014] IEEE [34]
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to compensate common mode input voltages. Cascoding of the differential stage is applied to

increase the loop gain of the amplifier, which linearizes the conversion. The load capacitors at the

output of the first stage are required to stabilize the loop.

Both conversion circuits include wide swing cascode bias voltage generation. The bias current of

the circuits can be varied by the configuration block in a range from 50 % to 200 % of the ADC

bias current.

5.3.1.3. Circuit layout

The overall size of the ASIC is 1.5x1.5 mm2 with a core area of 1x1 mm2. The chip layout is shown

in figure 5.17. One pseudo differential ADC occupies an area of 250x260 µm2. The different circuit

blocks of the ADC are marked in figure 5.18. The pseudo differential and the differential voltage

to current conversion have a size of 200x70 µm2 and 225x75 µm2, respectively. The remaining

space is used for decoupling capacitors or is filled by dummy pattern.

5.3.2. Simulation results

Simulations of the full ADC channel including voltage to current converter are done for the three

implementations. The results of the fully differential channel are presented in the following. Simu-

lations for 675 µs are done using a 1 Vpp sine wave signal and 40 µA bias selection of the oscillator.

Two 27 kOhm resistors are used to convert the input signal into a current, which leads to an input

current amplitude of 18.5 µA for each oscillator. The input frequency is swept from 12.34 kHz to

987 kHz. The power spectrum densities (PSD) of the output data streams are shown in figure 5.19.

The SNDR of the output signal is calculated for different oversampling ratios and shown in figure

5.20. It has to be noted that the harmonics move out of the band of interest for high oversampling

Figure 5.15: Single-ended voltage to current conversion used for the pseudo differential imple-

mentation [99]
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Figure 5.16: Fully differential voltage to current conversion [40]

ratios. The presented results are based on schematic simulations with stitching of the oscillator core

parasitics to provide a compromise between simulation time and accuracy. The combination of a

high frequency oscillator and a low-frequency input signal slows down the simulation of the system

as the solver has to select small time steps.

The different noise sources of the system are analyzed using periodic steady state methods. The

biasing circuit was identified as the main noise source. The pseudo differential structure of the

circuit shares the biasing block and cancels, therefore, common mode noise from this block. It

also helps to suppress pattern noise for low frequency input signals. Transient noise simulations

are used to get quantitative results of the noise influence. The SNDR versus oversampling ratio of

a 1.234 MHz sine wave signal is depicted in figure 5.21. The 3rd harmonic moves out of the band

of interest for an OSR greater than 6.

The current consumption of the system depends strongly on the used configuration. The currents

of the different supply domains are listed in table 5.1. The bias currents of the oscillators are set

to 50 µA in all cases. The external bias current of 200 µA is mirrored by a PMOS current mirror

to get an internal reference current of 10 µA. The external bias current is subtracted from the

current consumption of VDDA. VDD_BUF supplies the buffers inside of the oscillator ring and the

phase sampling flip-flops. All other digital standard cells are powered by VDDD. The IO pads are

connected to the VDDIO voltage domain. The current consumptions are simulated including the

parasitic capacitances of all nets.
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used ADC type IV DDA IV DD_BUF IV DDD IV DDIO

current input ADC 140 µA 695 µA 663 µA 4.6 mA

pseudo-diff. V to I conv. 531 µA 709 µA 666 µA 4.7 mA

differential V to I conv. 536 µA 568 µA 605 µA 4 mA

Table 5.1: Current consumption in different modes (simulated, typ. process corner)

Figure 5.17: Layout of VKR_VCO02T
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Figure 5.18: Layout of the oscillator based ADC with functional blocks marked
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5.3.3. Measurement results

The manufactured ASIC is bonded into a CLCC44 package and mounted on the test board. A

structural overview of the printed circuit board (PCB) used for evaluation is given in figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: Test board overview

The analog supply connection is used to power the voltage to current converters and the regulation

loops, which includes the oscillator cores. One digital supply connection powers the buffers, phase

sampler, round trip counter and binary encoding. The binary encoding has a separate supply pin

and decoupling but is connected to the other digital circuit blocks on PCB level. The second digital

supply connection is only used for the digital IO pads and the external buffers. The ADC requires

a reference current of nominal 200 µA, which is internally mirrored by PMOS devices. The USB

interface is used for device configuration while the output data are acquired by a logic analyzer.

One million samples are recorded for each measurement run. The ADC clock is provided by an

external generator.

The evaluation focuses on the oscillator based ADC implementation with fully differential voltage

to current converter. The optimal configuration is evaluated in a first measurement run. This is

done by sweeping of the parameters: oscillator core bias current, VI converter bias current, input

amplitude and digital supply voltage. The folding node introduced by the regulation loop reduces

the voltage across the oscillator to approximately 1.65 V, which leads to a supply voltage difference

between oscillator and sampler. The digital supply voltage is varied to evaluate the influence of
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Figure 5.23: Measured peak SNDR versus digital supply voltage

this voltage level difference. This measurement run uses an input frequency of 10 kHz to exclude

frequency limitation effects.

The influence of the digital supply voltage to the peak SNDR is shown in figure 5.23. It has to be

noted that the plotted SNDR are the maximum values for each voltage level and may represent

different configurations. It could be verified that the difference of the voltage swing between

oscillator core and sampling circuit does not reduce the linearity of the ADC.

The influence of oscillator core and the VI converter biasing on the SNDR is depicted in figure 5.24.

These results are obtained using 1.8 V digital supply voltage. The VI converter bias current is given

relative to the nominal designed value.

The highest SNDR could be measured using the configuration listed in table 5.2. An SNDR of

71 dB was measured. The resulting power density spectra of the differential and common mode

output signals are shown in figures 5.25 and 5.26, respectively. The PSD proves that the even

order harmonics are well suppressed in the output spectra of the differential signal. Mismatch of

the voltage to current converter as well as the oscillator cores causes some base signal power at

the common mode output. The first order noise shaping can be clearly identified in the spectra

down to 1 MHz.

A frequency sweep is done using the previously identified operation point shown in table 5.2. The

SNDR is measured for different frequencies and oversampling rates as depicted in figure 5.27. The

frequencies are chosen to be below a 3rd of the bandwidth of interest to include at least the

3rd harmonic. The full frequency range is used for measurements with an OSR of one as higher
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Figure 5.24: Measured peak SNDR versus ASIC configuration - high SNDR: OSR=50; lower SNDR:

OSR=10

parameter value

input frequency 10 kHz

input amplitude 1 Vpp

sampling frequency 50 MHz

oversampling ratio 50

osc. core current 40 µA

VI converter bias current 50 %

analog supply voltage 1.8 V

digital supply voltage 1.7 V

Table 5.2: Configuration setup for the maximum SNDR

harmonics are folded into the measured bandwidth. The SNDR for input frequencies next to the

half of the sampling frequency is reduced by approx. 4 dB, which is caused by the inherent anti-

alias filtering. The linearizing effect of the regulation loop can be measured for oversampling ratios

of 25 and 50. The SNDR reduces slightly with increasing frequencies. Increasing the reference

current of the VI converter to the nominal value does not improve the SNDR significantly.

SNDR versus input amplitude measurements are shown in figure 5.28 for one configuration. An

input frequency of 500 kHz and a sampling frequency of 50 MHz is used in this case. The oscillator

cores are biased by 50 µA each and the voltage to current converter uses the nominal bias current.
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Figure 5.25: Measured PSD of the output spectra with maximum SNDR - differential output

signal, ©[2014] IEEE [34]

The linearity of the ADC is limited by the 3rd harmonic. This one is out of the bandwidth of interest

in case of an oversampling rate greater than 16.6, which causes the high SNR values for OSR equal

to 25.

Previous presented measurement results were obtained using the optimal configuration of oscillator

bias currents. These bias currents can be configured in eight steps. The selectable nominal OSC

bias currents ranges from 0 µA to 70 µA. The common mode output code versus bias configuration

option is plotted in figure 5.29. The free running frequency and the unit delay of the oscillator can

be calculated by

ffr =
CCM fsampling

2 N
(5.2)

tdunit =
1

fsampling CCM
(5.3)

with the number of delay elements N , the sampling frequency fsampling and the common mode

output code CCM . The best linearity is achieved for oscillator bias setting 5 and 6. Table 5.3

summarizes the oscillator properties in these modes.

OSC bias selection nominal osc. current CCM ffr tdunit

5 40 µA 80 95 MHz 250 ps

6 50 µA 100 119 MHz 200 ps

Table 5.3: Oscillator properties for different oscillator bias configuration modes
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Figure 5.26: Measured PSD of the output spectra with maximum SNDR - common mode output

signal

The power consumption of the ADC is also a critical parameter. It can be splitted into two por-

tions: analog and digital power consumption. The analog power consumption depends only on

the ADC bias configuration while the digital one is also influenced by the sampling frequency of

the ADC. The sampling frequency can be reduced to lower the power consumption. The lowest

possible value is defined by the oscillation frequency and the width of the round trip counter. The

power consumption of the analog and the digital section versus sampling frequency is depicted in

figure 5.30. The power consumption of the digital section is also slightly influenced by the input

frequency as shown in the graph. The power consumption of the analog section is independent

of the input signal. The digital power consumption can be approximated by

Pdigital = 1.27 mW + 0.0188
mW
MHz

fsampling (5.4)

A change of the sampling frequency influences typically the bandwidth or resolution of an over-

sampling ADC. The anti-alias filter suppresses high frequency noise and its transfer function equals

zero at integer multiple of the sampling frequency. The output swing at Nyquist rate is increased

due to increased number of round trips of the oscillator within one sampling period. This combina-

tion allows the reduction of the sampling frequency without a significant effect to the bandwidth

of interest and the resolution, in case of large oversampling ratios. Figure 5.31 displays the SNDR

versus sampling frequency for different oversampling rates. On one hand, it can be seen that the

SNDR increases for lower sampling frequencies as the bandwidth of interest decreases. On the

other hand, the SNDR keeps nearly constant in case of a constant bandwidth of interest even if

the sampling frequency changes. This effect can not be seen if the SNDR is limited by the linearity.

This takes place for an OSR of 25 in the shown case.
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Figure 5.27: Measured SNDR versus input frequency, ©[2014] IEEE [34]
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Figure 5.28: Measured SNDR versus input amplitude - note: For OSR=25 only SNR

The performance of ADCs is often compared using a figure of merit defined by

FOM =
Power

2ENOB 2 BW
(5.5)

=
Power

2
SNDR−1.76

6.02 2 BW
, (5.6)
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Figure 5.29: Measured common mode output code versus oscillator bias configuration mode

which is the reciprocal of the FOM defined by Walden [59]. It includes the power consumption,

SNDR and bandwidth of interest BW of an ADC. The SNDR is the lowest measured value within

the bandwidth of interest. Figure 5.32a visualizes the FOM of the presented ADC for different

oversampling ratios and sampling frequencies. Plotting the FOM versus the bandwidth of interest

shows that the optimal FOM is defined by the signal bandwidth and widely independent of the

sampling frequency. A comparison of different ADC implementations is given in section 6.
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Figure 5.30: Measured power consumption versus sampling frequency for different input fre-

quencies - analog power cons.: dashed line; digital power cons.: solid lines
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Figure 5.32: FOM versus oversampling ratio and bandwidth of interest
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6 Discussion and conclusion

6. Discussion and conclusion

The aim of this work is the development of a readout strategy for semiconductor gamma ray

detectors. The developed system is optimized for positron emission tomography.

The proposed system architecture uses an analog to digital converter directly connected to the

charge sensitive amplifier. To the knowledge of the author, [69] was the first publication present-

ing this concept. The development of this approach started in 2008. A similar architecture was

presented as the "ideal" front-end at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium in October 2011 [12].

Angelo Rivetti from INFN Sezione di Torino introduced an architecture as shown in figure 6.1. This

system projects a similar readout approach as presented in this thesis and shows the need of such

an architecture within the nuclear physics community. In contrast to his system, the work pre-

Figure 6.1: The "ideal" front-end... - Course slide from IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium 2011,

©[2010] IEEE and by courtesy of A. Rivetti [12]

sented in this thesis moves the whole shaping filter into the digital domain. This is enabled by the

use of an ADC with inherent anti-alias filtering. The adaption of the readout circuit for a specific

application allows the introduction of further optimizations. The design objectives of this work are

reduced power consumption, improved supply noise suppression and optimization of the channel

architecture for technology scaling.

The main aspects used to fulfill these requirements are
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• parallel readout of two detectors in combination with a fully differential charge sensitive

amplifier,

• digital controlled feedback stabilization, and

• the selection and design of a mostly digital, application specific ADC.

The development of detector readout circuits is done for many years within the nuclear science

community. The transformation from the completely analog readout circuit to the proposed ar-

chitecture, as presented in this thesis, enables the reuse of previously developed knowledge in

context of the proposed architecture. This is an important aspect to support the acceptance of the

presented system within the specific scientific community.

A significant part of the circuit development focused on an application specific ADC. The ADC

requirements are derived from the system specification and lead to an oscillator based architecture.

This type of ADC provides a good trade-off between energy and time acquisition accuracy but also

between circuit area, power consumption and scalability. The proposed linearization technique

extends the field of applications of oscillator based ADCs and it overcomes some limitations of

previously presented linearization approaches. The additional use of other techniques like digital

post-processing is still possible. The presented sampling circuit can be used to reduce the power

consumption without reduction of the SNDR. A comparison of the designed ADC with other pub-

lications is shown in table 6.1. High performance ADCs with inherent anti-alias filtering, designed

in 180 nm CMOS, and presented at ISSCC or VLSI [67] are selected beside other oscillator based

implementations. The designed ADC combines Nyquist and oversampling operation as required

for the application. To the knowledge of the author, there is no design in 180 nm, which is able

to achieve a comparable circuit size with a better FOM or vice versa1. One important aspect of

the designed oscillator based ADC is the scalability of it. The facts that most of the area is used

for digital circuits and most of the power is consumed by it enables significant improvements in

terms of area and FOM for a comparable implementation in 90 nm or 65 nm. A power consump-

tion breakdown of the ADC is shown in figure 6.2a. A power reduction of a factor of 10 can be

expected, if the digital circuits are implemented in 65 nm, based on the graph previously shown

in figure 4.51. This leads to an overall power consumption estimation of 911 µW assuming no

power savings in the analog domain. An estimated power split-off for 65 nm is shown in figure

6.2b. A similar reduction factor is also projected for the area of the digital circuits. To summarize,

the stand-alone ADC is not able to outperform previously made developments in more advanced

technologies, while it is adapted to the PET application. A great potential of the presented ADC

can also be seen, if it is implemented in more advanced technologies.

The projected area and power consumption of a readout channel using the presented techniques is

summarized in table 6.2. It is also compared to the MAMMI03T implementation as reference for an

analog readout channel with the same performance criteria. The area and the power consumption

1A delta-sigma design, not listed in the table, is published by Y. Chae and G. Han [102] and designed in 0.35 µm

CMOS. This circuit requires only 0.003 mm2 die area and achieves a FOM of 303 fJ/conv. The used single-bit

quantizer prevents the application of this type of ADC for time acquisition as analyzed in section 3.7.3.
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Paper [54]a,e [55]b,e [56]b,c [36]a,d [57]c this work [100]f [101]g

Area (mm2) 0.075 0.45 0.15 0.02 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.18

Process (nm) 65 130 65 65 90 180 180 180 180

Fs (MHz) 1300 900 250 300 640 50 50 64 76.8

OSR 64 32 6.25 5 40 1 10 32 64

BW (MHz) 20.3 20 20 30 8 25 2.5 1 1.23

SNR (dB) 70 81.2 62 62

SNDR (dB) 69 78.1 60 64 59.1 35 59 59 83

ENOB 11.2 12.68 9.67 10.34 9.5 5.5 9.5 9.5 13.5

POWER (mW) 11.5 87 10.5 11.4 4.3 2.9 2.9 2.1 4.1

FOM (fJ/conv.) 123 662.87 644.46 293.18 366 1300 812 1450 143

a Digital linearization
b Quantizer in a delta-sigma loop
c PWM modulation before quantization
d NMOS inverter delay elements
e Current starved ring oscillator
f Continuous-time delta-sigma modulator (smallest size in 180 nm CMOS)
g Continuous-time delta-sigma modulator (best FOM in 180 nm CMOS)

Table 6.1: Selected current publications of oscillator based ADCs

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Power consumption of the different circuit blocks of VKR_VCO02T (ADC with differ-

ential voltage to current converter) - a) Current implementation of the ADC in 180 nm CMOS; b)

Estimation assuming 10 times power reduction of the digital circuits
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of the digital post processing are not included as they can be shared by a large number of channels.

The proposed implementation needs high speed data routing of the ADC output. This will slightly

increase the estimated area and power, but it is expected to be small compared to the other circuit

blocks. The area and power consumption of the CSA are estimated based on the proposed signal

processing concept and the sizes of the MAMMI03T design. The circuit size can be reduced by

Implementation Proposed channel MAMMI03T

Area (mm2) sum 0.11 0.57

pad & ESD protection 0.03 0.03

CSA 0.04* 0.05

ADC 0.04 -

analog readout channel - 0.49

Power (mW) sum 4.55 19.4

CSA 3.1* 6.2

ADC 1.45 -

analog readout channel - 13.2

* estimated (conservative assumptions)

Table 6.2: Area and power consumption comparison - values scaled to the readout of one detec-

tor

80 % using the presented readout approach, which allows to go for smaller pixel sizes. Additionally,

the power consumption per detector pixel is reduced by 76 %. The presented approach verified

that an application adapted readout strategy can achieve a significant reduction in both, circuit size

and power consumption. The transfer of large circuit blocks into the digital domain allows one to

employ event based data processing and simplifies the technology scaling of the circuit.

6.1. Further developments

The next step, in the analog domain, is the implementation of a full readout channel applying

the different improvements presented in this paper. Further research is required to exploit the

new possibilities of event based pulse processing in the digital domain. The construction of multi-

channel readout ASICs with more than 100 detectors will demand for an adapted digital routing

strategy, which was out of focus of this work.
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A Definitions

A. Definitions

• Band of interest / Bandwidth of interest

Describes the frequency bandwidth converted from analog to digital after decimation in case

of an oversampling ADC.

• Continuous time ADC (CT-ADC)

This term describes an analog to digital converter with inherent anti-alias filtering.

• Equivalent noise charges (ENC)

ENC is used as a measurand for the input referred noise of a detector readout system. The

parameter describes the amount of charge, which has to be generated in the detector to

achieve an output signal to noise ratio of 1. The value is given in the number of electrons or

the unit Coulomb. The charge of one electron is approx. 1.602 10-19 C [103].

• Figure of Merit (FOM) for ADCs

The figure of merit for ADCs describes the required energy per conversion. The definition

FOM =
Power

2ENOBFsampling
(A.1)

is used within this work if not otherwise stated. In case of Sigma-Delta ADCs the sampling

frequency is replaced by twice the bandwidth of interest. This FOM is commonly used at

ISSCC. It is the reciprocal of the FOM defined by Walden [59].

• Finite element method (FEM)

FEM is a numerical approach to solve partial differential equations. The calculation area is

split into a number of sections with finite size. Variational methods are used to minimize

an error function and to find a numerical approximation of the solution of the differential

equations.

• Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)

FDG, is a radiopharmaceutical used in the PET based medical imaging. It is an analogue of

glucose.

• Full-width-half-maximum (FWHM)

The full-width-half-maximum is defined as the width of an impulse at the half of its height.

• Mean time between failure (MTBF)

Describes the average time between two failure cases.

• Oversampling ratio (OSR)

Describes the ratio between Nyquist sampling of the bandwidth of interest and the actual

used sampling frequency. It is defined as

OSR =
fsampling

2 fband−of−interest
(A.2)
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• Positron Emission Mammography (PEM)

PEM is positron emission tomography (PET) used to examine the female breast.

• Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

PET is a nuclear medical imaging technique, which uses a radioactive tracer, to monitor the

metabolic activity within the body. In most cases, a radioactive glucose (FDG, Fluorodeoxyglu-

cose) with a short half-life is injected into the vein. The tracer concentrates in regions with

a high metabolic activity and decays there. The positive beta decay emits a positron, which

interacts with an electron in the environment. Electron and positron annihilate and produce

a pair of gamma photons moving in approximately opposite directions. These photons are

detected [2].

• Power supply rejection ration (PSRR)

Quoted from IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog-to-Digital Convert-

ers [104]:

"The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is a measure of how immune the ADC

transfer function is to changes in the applied power voltages. It is specified in terms

of decibels or percent of full-scale output change versus percent change in the

applied power supply voltage. PSRR is specified for dc or low-frequency changes

in power supply voltages. PSRR is generally measured with the ADC generating

close to a full-scale output (positive and/or negative)."

• Shaping time

The shaping time definition is based on the behavior of a semi-Gaussian shaper. It would be

equivalent to the standard deviation of the impulse in case of a perfectly Gaussian output

pulse. It is calculated from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) in practical applications.

The shaping time σ can be calculated by

σ =
FWHM

2
√

2 ln 2
(A.3)

• Signal to noise ratio (SNR)

Quoted from IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog-to-Digital Convert-

ers [104]:

"For a pure sine-wave input of specified amplitude and frequency, the ratio of the

root-mean-square (rms) amplitude of the analog-to-digital converter output signal

to the rms amplitude of the output noise, this does not include the harmonic

distortion components that are used for the estimate of THD."

• Signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR / SINAD)

Quoted from IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog-to-Digital Convert-

ers [104]:
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"For a pure sine-wave input of specified amplitude and frequency, the ratio of

the root-mean-square (rms) amplitude of the analog-to-digital converter output

signal to the rms amplitude of the output noise, where noise is defined as above

to include not only random errors but also nonlinear distortion and the effects of

sampling time errors."

• Switched-capacitor circuit technique (SC)

SC circuits are discrete time analog circuits, which use switched capacitors instead of resistors

to implement analog functionality. This circuit allows one to implement analog filter functions

without resistors. This type of circuits allows one to achieve higher accuracy than resistor

based circuits since the matching between capacitors is mostly better than between other

devices and different device types.

• Time-of-flight (TOF)

Technique to calculate the distance of an object or source based on the travel time of a

photon from the source to the detector.

• Time to digital converter (TDC)

A circuit, which converts an input time information e.g. a pulse duration or the delay be-

tween edges into a digital representation.

• Total harmonic distortion (THD)

Quoted from IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog-to-Digital Convert-

ers [104]:

"For a pure sine-wave input of specified amplitude and frequency, the root-sum-

of-squares (rss) of all the harmonic distortion components including their aliases in

the spectral output of the analog-to-digital converter. Unless otherwise specified,

THD is estimated by the rss of the second through the tenth harmonics, inclusive.

THD is often expressed as a decibel ratio with respect to the root-mean-square

amplitude of the output component at the input frequency."
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B ASIC overview

B. ASIC overview

B.1. MAMMI01T

MAMMI01T is a test implementation of different charge sensitive amplifier architectures. The imple-

mentations use differential amplifier stages as well as single-ended amplifiers. The ESD protection

is implemented in different ways to evaluate the robustness.

Measurement results of this ASIC verify an input referred noise of 400 e- ENC using a shaping time

of 1.2 µs.

Figure 2.1: Die photo of MAMMI01T ASIC - classical readout channel with single-ended and

differential amplifiers
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B.2. MAMMI03T

MAMMI03T implements a 144 channel readout ASIC using a classical analog signal processing

approach. Each channel includes a CSA, two high pass filters, two single-ended to differential con-

verters, two 4th order low-pass filters, peak amplitude sampling, threshold and constant fraction

discriminators, two TDCs and a digital control unit.

The power consumption of the whole ASIC is 3.6 W. The high power consumption causes a sig-

nificant voltage drop at the bond wires as well as inside of the chip. The input referred noise is

800 e- ENC using a shaping time of 1.2 µs. Cross talk could be identified as one major noise source

within the system.

Figure 2.2: Die photo of MAMMI03T ASIC - CZT readout chip with 144 channel using classical

analog signal processing
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B.3. MAMMI08T

MAMMI08T implements a second order 4 bit continuous-time delta-sigma modulator [68, 69].

The sampling rate is set to 50 MHz using a signal bandwidth of 625 kHz, which results in an

oversampling rate of 40. The power consumption is 3.78 mW.

Figure 2.3: Die photo of MAMMI08T ASIC - second order 4-bit continuous-time delta-sigma
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B.4. MAMMI09T

The MAMMI09T ASIC implements a single-ended VCO based ADC using the supply current reg-

ulation concept. The general function of the proposed concept could be shown for static input

signals, while the dynamic operation could not be verified by this ASIC. An overview of this ASIC

and measurement results are given in section 5.1.

Figure 2.4: Die photo of MAMMI09T ASIC - Oscillator based ADC (single-ended implementation)

B.5. VKR_VCO01T

The VKR_VCO01T test chip implements 4 different ring oscillator structures to verify the simu-

lated output frequency to supply current relation of the ring oscillators by measurements. The

measurements show a good correlation to the simulation results. An overview of this chip and

measurement results are given in section 5.2.

Figure 2.5: Die photo of VKR_VCO01T ASIC - four oscillator implementations
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B.6. VKR_VCO02T

The VKR_VCO02T ASIC implements 3 differential oscillator based ADCs as reported in section 5.3.

Figure 2.6: Die photo of VKR_VCO02T ASIC - three oscillator based ADCs
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